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iNmODUCTION 
Tile etiady of th© eiiemleti'y of organoellicon compounds 
h&g received a tremtndous lapetiie in recent years with the 
dlseoifery of Interegtlng aM useful properties quite differ­
ent from those of rtlated carbon analogs. Of these proper­
ties, the great thermal etabllity of many of theee silicon 
compounds h&e bten exploited rery eucceeefully. There exlet, 
howfTer, only the moet preliainary Investigations to estab­
lish the theoretical ground® for this resietance to high 
teaperaturee. fhere is no published eysteaiatic study to 
deterailne qualitatively the susceptibility to thermal de-
compoeition of various orgenlc moieties bonded directly to 
the silicon atom. 
ThiB work, was undertaken in the hope of synthesizing 
orgsnosllicon conpounds for possible use as synthetic 
liibrioant® at very high temperatures, fhe syntheeiB excluded 
all saterials containing the silicon-oxygen bond. Because 
of the ewplrlcal approach required by lad. of previous or 
published studies, there will appear in the Experimental 
pai*t 80»e rather non-systematic and unrelated individual 
compounds. If the organic group chosen did not Beem to 
impart ther.»al reeietance to a aolecule, no further work 
w&s done with it, ProiBi.eing groupe were Incorporated in 
2 
& defined serieg of compoimde to o'btaln more comt^lete data 
and lavestigete any poesible trends and deviations, A table 
llEting tlm dftta obtained from thermal 8ti.blllty tesste 
carried o«t on tiie- eyiitheslaed compounds follows the Experi­
mental part. 
In the lietorleal part, the literature concerned with 
the relative et&bilitiee of organosilicon coiapo«nd6 has 
been thoroughly reviewed through 1953 as well as possible 
1 into M&y 1955 • P'ublioatione dealing with oompounda con­
taining the silieon-oxygen-carbon linkage are also included. 
^ChgtBleal ,Abstracts were reviewed through the 1953 in­
dex, fhe iyo«rnal of the. American Chemical Society, the 
Jomrn&l of Ovf f^nio Chgi''.ietvy and Current Chetaleal Fapere 
nav# been covered throur.h May,. 1955* Cherolcal Reviews 
were o,heck©d t.hpough April, 1955» 
3 
HISfOHICAL 
Much hae been wltttn^'5,6 describing the prepara­
tion, properties and usts of organosllleon eompounde. How­
ever, the literature Is very gDarse on the subject of the 
theoretical b&ei® for the high thermal etabillty of Bome of 
these compouMs, 
It would be of adirent&ge to qualify here what is meant 
by the ter® thensal stftblllty. In the context of thle study 
it will mean the eleavege of one or more of the organo-
silicon bondi. Considering thle criterion, the data moet 
vital to the fliecugslon will b© that of the energy required 
to rupture these bonds. A measure of thle energy Is often 
described m the bond dleeoelatlon energy. 
^0. A. Burkhard, 1. 0-, Bochow, H. S. Booth and J. Hartt, 
Ch«. Reve.. 97 (194?). 
3H, W, Pogt, "Silicones and Other Organogilleon Com­
pounds", R.einhold Publiehlng Corp., New York, N. Y., 19^9. 
^E. 0. Rocho%', "An Introduction to the Chemifitry of the 
Silicones", 2n<i ed., John Wiley & Sons, New York, N, Y., 1951. 
%. GllBian and a, E. Dunn, Chem. Revs.. i2, 77 (1953). 
H, McSregor, "Silicone® and Their Ifees", Mc&rav-
Hlll Book Co., Inc., Hew York, K. I., 195^. 
4 
Pyrolytlc deeo»posltlon if generelly considered 
fee due to th® accttmulatlon of aaplitudes of thermal vibra­
tion of one bond. It le also itated that the order of 
cleave.ge of organic groups in this deeompoeltIon varlee with 
the exn#rlffl0nt&l conditions. The variation in Individual 
stability is ©xpltlaed by aesuBlng two antsgonlstio factors, 
fhe first, tending- to favor stability, is a steric factor 
which depends an the Increasing nMober and structural 
organization of the carbon atomB. The second, tending to 
decrtase stftbllity, Is a polar factor. There is aleo noted 
that the higher stability of aroastlo moleouleB, coiapared 
to paraffins of slailer molecular weight, may be due to the 
fact that cle&v&ge of one aromatic bond does not reeult in 
the deeoapoBitlon of the entire molecule ae would be the 
case for the p&r&tfin. 
From these stateaenti it can b© aggumed that, in 
general, the aryl organoffietallic compounds are more therisally 
resistant than the correeponding Rlkyl eompoundE of like 
ffiolecular weight# Also, that for elkyl-metallic comDOunde, 
stability iiiereasee with increaiing chain length. From the 
?, Qbrelaov, Zhar. .Hcbt?!, feoret. Fig.. 19. 396 
(194-9). [Original not avsil&ble for eacamlnation; abetracted 
in As., (1952)G 
®G'. Petit., 
i4.. a2» 
Bull. 60C. chim. France. 10, 224 (1943) 
5 
g@a®r&XiEatloiis In the literature, the aryl compounds are 
th© more at&ble, "but, the eaaller chain alfeyl-ffletalllc 
fflolecules Atcompose l@©s readily than do their longer oh&ln 
hoaologe. 
In the orgftnoellleon coapounds more work has been done 
on ffloleoules containing the glllcon-oxygen-carbon bond than 
on aryl- ant alkyl-eubstltuted ellanes. Dolgov and Volnov^, 
10 
testing the theory of Hertkorn , that an oxygen atom be­
tween the oarbon and ©llleon atoms weakens the attractive 
foreee between the latter two, have found the following re­
sults. Th© work was done in a hydrogen atmosphere. Tetra-
ethoxysllane, heated for 25 hour© at 200® and 100 atBK>Bt)heres, 
gave eth&nol and hexaethoxydlfsllane as products. At 280° 
the saae ethoxy oompound was deeoaposed Into ethylene and 
tetrahydroxyellane. (fetraethylsllane Is stable under 
cofflparablt eondltlone.) fetr&phenoxyellane was completely 
cleaved at 380*^ Into phenol and silicon, fhe corresponding 
tetra-«£-cre«oxysllene afforded ®illcon dioxide a@ well ae 
silicon and ^-creeol. fetrabexyloxysll&ne gave quantitative 
yields of hexyne and ellicon dioxide, 
N. Dolgov and lu, i. Volnov, J. Qen. Chem. (U. S. 
i. 330 (193.1) [Is. 4^1 Iti 2168 U9W]' 
Hertkorn, Ber.. Ig, 169? U885). 
6 
In tii0 cast of ester chlorldee of orthosilioic acid. 
It ©an toe stated^^ that staMlity Increased with Increaee 
In molecular weight, fhe aromatic estere reelsted thermal 
deoofflpoiltioa aore readily than the aliphatic esters. There 
W&& also a notable decreae© in stability from the normal to 
i®o @»tersi. It may be of laterest to note here that such 
coapowMs ai trlethoxychlorosilane, hexyloxytrichloroeilane 
and ^ -aniiyltrlehlorosllane gave Bilicon tetrachloride as 
one of the decoapoeition producta. 
Qrilm&a and Dunn^, in their compariBon of analogous com-
poimdi of carbon and fillcon, have found that ©ren though 
the bond diesoeiation energy of the carbon-oarbon bond is 
grtattr than that of the silicon-carbon bond, some coffiDOunde 
containing the latter linkage are very stable at high 
teaperatures. Tetr&phenyleilane can be boiled without de-
coBpositlon at teaperature® ae high as ^28®, and is stable 
to higher, fetraphenylmethane reeiste theee con­
ditions equally well. There ii, however, the expected 
finding that the tetraalkyl eilanes are more susceptiblf' 
to thermal cleavage® than their carbon analogs. 
The same authors claim that the weakness of the silioon-
s11loon bond 1® a factor in the paucity of molecules containing 
^^lu. ». VolBoT. J. Sen. Ohem. (U, a. B. R.). 17. 1428 
(19h?) [S^ M. 223^195#)]: ^ 
7 
fiuch & bond, low®v©r, they further state that the thermal 
iRBtabillty of this typ© of linl:age le most probably not the 
©ntlPi reason for th® ©carelty of these co®pounde. Examples 
of this type, gtieh as 1,2-dlethyl-l, a-dlphenyl-l, 2-dipropyl-
aisilane satl hexaphenyldleilane vhloh h&ve a boiling point 
of 268® at 100 am. and welting point of 355® respectively, 
reelet all deeompoiltlon at theie temperatures• 
fher# appear® to b« a eai© in w.hich the Bllioon-eilioon 
bond le itronger than the corresponding carbon-carbon analog, 
l«x«phenyiaisllane, prepared by Schlenk to cospsre its tend­
ency with that of hexaphenylethane to dleeoci&te into free 
radioftle, is aort stable than the bond, energies would predict. 
In fact, two other each oompoands, hexa-jj-tolyldieilane and 
he»-^-toiphenylyldi8llane, melt undeoomposed at tempereturee 
above 350®. ?he author® point out two factors in the dl-
silanes. important in an explanation of the unexpected 
ttsbility. The first le that the steric etraine in this 
type of ooitpound should be considerably eaaller than in 
analogous carbon ooapounds because of the larger size of 
the silicon atone, fh# second is a decreased resonance 
stabilization due to the very low ability of ellicon to 
form ellicon*^carbon double bonds. 
8 
In a, recent on chlorinated chloromethylellanee 
and iiethylslloxanee, Ziffimeraann dlecovered a eerie© of ex-
tr«®ely labile organoslllcon eompounde. He postulates the 
following structural rtquirtmente for tbese molecules which 
d@c0iap08® alffiOBt @xploelT©ly, There muit be present the 
trlehloroiaethyl group; at least one hydrogen bonded to a 
carbon atomi and the latter carbon atom directly connected 
to the Blllcoa ato®, the compound, trlehloromethyldlmethyl-
chlorosilane, falls Into this group, fhe cotipound, trl-
ehloroaethyltrlehlorosllane, wa® found to be quite btable. 
1« aleo noted that l@gg©r chlorinated molecules, present 
ai lapuritli®, tend to stabilize the labile corapounde. 
fhls he aicrlbed to the formation, through lnter®olecular 
reactions, ©f aaterlale structurally different from those 
defined In the above criteria. It is possible to cause a 
ilow and continuous decorapoeltlon of the explosive types by 
gentle ht&tlng, avoiding any localized overheating. The 
cleavage products obtained alaoet always Include hydro^-en 
chloride and different silicon-chlorine bonded iHoleculee. 
Example® ©f the variety of cleavage products froia trlchloro-
!aethyl<il»ethylchloroeilane are hydrogen chloride, chloroform, 
1 ^  
Zlameriiann, Ber.. 8Z» 88? (195^) 
9 
hexachlorobenzsne, aisthyltPlcliloroBilane and silicon mixed 
with carbon. It is of Interest to note that the carbon 
analog* 1,1,1,2-tetrachloro-3-fflethyl propane. Is quite 
stable at the condition® required to d,ecoiipoBe the corre-
Bponilng ®llan@. 
FritE^3 Isolated from the thermal decomposition 
of fillane, a sjiall quantity of dlsllane. The monoBllane 
fS 
was heated to at ^ ma, and then quickly cooled. 
It was hie Intention to show that the above decomposition 
did take place tta»ough a free radical oechanism. Earlier 
I k 
worker® , unable to isolate any dlsllane, proposed a non­
radical type laeehanlsm. Thli author claims that the 
teaperatures previously employed were high enough to 
quickly deoompoe© any dlsllane foriaed* 
The same author^^ has carried out some experiments on 
the decoaposltlon of ethylsllane® such as ethylsllane, dl-
ethylellane and triethylsilane. At ^80®, dlethylellane gave 
the following products: ethylene, eilane, methylsilane, 
dlaethylsllane, propane, propene, 098(24612, a high boiling 
13g. FrltE, Z. Maturforsch.. 21. 50? (1952). 
1 ii-
T. R, Hogness, T. L. Wilson and w. c, Johnson, J. 
Am.. Cheat. Soo..\?8. 108 (1936)| H. J. aseleus and G. Held, 
SSSju* X9 39« X02X# 
Fritg, la.. ij. m» ^75 
(1953). 
10 
oil, and, a. solid of empirical formula (CH^Sl)^^, The C^-
ooapomnd was found to be monoBeric in totnzene and to contain 
tbe eilicoa-silloon bond. It was not further identified. 
Pyrolysifl of ethjlBilane and triethylsilane also gave tetra-
aethylsilane in addition to producte similar to those raen-
tlonid. 
the patent lit®ratur@3.® describes the preparation of 
sQffle vinyl-aroa&tie eilanee by the pyrolysis of a "beta-
ehlorln&ttd, organosilicon ooapound of general forroula 
X^Si-A(T)HBSiX^, where A is a saturated tervalent carbon 
radiealj B is a saturated bivalent carbon radical; R ie a 
bivalent aromatic radical; and X and Y are halogens. Kate-
rials of this type are obtained fro® laolectilee prepared by 
the reaction of a haloalkyleilane, such as 1- or 2-chloro-
ethyltrichlorosilane, and an aromatic compound, euch as 
benxene, in the ratio of 2:1 in the presence of aluminuis 
chloride. The latter reagent ie removed from the reaction 
mixture m an aluffiina» chloride-phosptoorusCY)oxychloride 
complex. Chlorination of the products, such as bie-Cbeta-
trichlorosilylethyD-benaene, from this reaction yields 
ffiateriale having the structural requiresients listed above. 
B. Hatcher and R. H, Bunnell, 0. S. 2,570 , 551 
(Oct. 9t 1951). COJ'iginal not avail^le for examination; 
abstracted in £».» M» ^568 (1952).] 
11 
fhey are then pi^rolyzed at 300-il-OO® In the presence of an 
Inert gas. In an exanple, the products of the chlorination 
of MB-Cjbe^-trlchloroellylethyl)-benzene, when pyrolyzed., 
gave silicon tttraohlorlQ.@» ftivinyl^^nzene and a fraction 
boiling in the range 150-210® at 3 am. Redietillation of 
the latter material gives the desired vinyl-beta-trichloro-
17 ®llylethylbtn«ne. It is of interest to note the results ' 
of so»e Qualitative gtudiee on the stability of certain 
organic groups carried out by a number of workere in This 
Laboratory^®. The baelo structure of the molecules con­
sisted of phenyl group© attached to eilicon or other Group 
IVB elements. The organic aoietiee other than phenyl were 
then Goneiflered to be the cauee for variations in euscepti-
bility to thermal cleavage. 
One group of compound® which showed proalBe contained 
long-chained, ^ i-alkyl subetltuents. fetra-n-undecyl-,-n-
dodeoyl-, -n-tetradecyl-,-n-hexadecyl- and -ji-octadecylsilane 
all volatlllwd., at regularly increaslr^ temperatures between 
^^The coapounds, contained in a capillary Bselting point 
tube, were placed In an electrically-heated, copper block 
and observed through a mica window cut into the base of the 
block. Tolatility wai determined by the presence of a liquid 
in that part of the tube extending above the copper. 
^®C. ¥. &troif, J. J, Soodiiian, R. D. (Jorelch, R. K. 
Ingham, B. H. Milee and I, Oita, unpubliihed etudiee, loTn^a 
State College. 
12 
o 
435-460 , &ny eigne of decoapoeitlon. All but the 
latter two are liquids at rooa temperatur©. When phenyl 
groupe w#r« introduced into the molecules there were signs 
of a decrease in stability as indicated by a yellow colora­
tion of the eoBpounds near their boiling points, frlphenyl-
n-decyl-, -|i-clodeeyl-, and -n-octadecyleilane were pale 
yellow llquide at 400® and volatilized at about 442-445®. 
The bis-substituted compounds, such as diphenyl-biB-{n-
dodtoyD-silsn®, were found to boll in an intermediate range. 
The general trend does indicate that the more n-alkyl groups 
of the length Oix-Clgi higher the vol&tlllEation tempera­
tures, fht shorter-chained molecule® vaporized at eoaewhat 
lower temperaturei, yet, there were no eigne of deoomposi-
tlon, Triphenylfflethyleilane w&b Tolatllized at 30^5° without 
any prevloue discoloration or residue. Triphenyl-n-propyl-, 
-|i-butyl-, and -n-h@xylsilene h«,ve boiling point® at about 
365®, 380® and 400®, respectively, 
toother teries tested was of the mixed, alkyl-aryl 
typei. fhe eompound® triphenylbenzyl-, diphenyldlbenzyl-
and phenyltrlbenzylsilane Tolatlllz,ea >rell above 400®, The 
tribenzyl-substltuted laolecule volatilized about 15® higher 
than the other two aentioned, Mone of the three ehowd 
ilgne of decoffipoBltion. Materials having the aromatic group 
13 
further out or the ch&ln,| triphenyl-bet^-phenylethylsilane 
and aiphenyl-«M8»(£gm£*phenylpropyl)-8lla.ne, are somewhat 
ffior© su8o@ptitole to decoapoeltlon. 
Polycyollc groups gave & variety of reeults. A eerlee 
©f ph@ayl-9-fl«or@nyl-silanes tested showed that an increase 
in the niamber of 9-fluoi'enyi groups raised the vaporization 
temperature eonsiderafely. However, all these molecules gave 
a deep red color at about 400®, feste on some 1-indenyl-
coiitaining corapounaa showed no definite trends. Triphenyl-
l-lndenylBilane, aelting polii.t 136®, bacane slightly milky 
at 400® and volatillzeiS at about 430® without any residue. 
Hoiifever, l,l-bis-(triphenylsllyl)-lnaene, melting point 206°, 
w&s light yellow at 400®j light brown by 423®; red-brown by 
450® aftd black at 465®* residue finally volatilized at 
470°. Another group of eoniiderable interest w&e the 2-
biphenylyl. The members of this .series had vftDorization 
temperature® between 480-520°» In all ease® there wae con­
siderable dftrkeniag of the liquid melt and a colored residue 
at the vaporization pointg. Both the alpha- and beta-
naphtt^l groups were tested and showed greater thermal re-
Bietanee than the phenyl groups. Triphenyl-alpha-naphthy1-
silane volatilized fro® 472-474® without visible decompoBitlon. 
b0t& i0oaer became a light-yellow liquid at that tempera­
ture and finally vaporised at about 490®. fhe nuaber of 
avftilabl® aoleeule® contalalng tfeee© groups wae eo Binall 
that a generalization or trend In thermal stability proper­
ties was not poeelbl«, 
toother lerlee ttsted contained halogen-suhetituted 
phenyl groups. fh« r&rlntXom included not only the type 
of halogen but also its position on the ring. From these 
gtudiee it was concluded that the disposition of the halogen 
on the Ijenzene ring does not materially affect thermal 
gt&billty. fhere ws..i» however, a noticeable difference in 
boiling te«p©r«ture between the chlorophenyl and fluorophenyl 
groups teettd, fetrakle-(|i-fluorophenyl)-eilane volatilized 
at 39^®; the chlorine analog at Neither showed appre­
ciable deeoBiposltloB. The aelting points of the fluorlne-
aubetltuted phenyl groupe. were generally much higher than 
those for correepondlng chlorine ooffipounde. The bromine 
and iodine analogs were not available for study. 
Molecules containing a silicon-oxygen bond showed 
varying thermal propertlee, HexaarylflisiloxaneB of the 
type were found to be <5uite stable to decoaipoel-
tlon. Mixed al^yl-aryl dl®lloxanes, eueh as 1,1,1-triroethyl-
3»3»3-trlphenyldl«iloxane, were vaporized in the range 3^0-
3?0®. A fully alkylated dleiloxane, hexa-n-butyldlelloxane, 
wae volatilized at about -325°. All mefflberfi of this class 
of coiBpounde showed little signs of decompOEltlon at their 
15 
bolllEg points. Of the silanole tested, triphenyl- and 
tplbenuyl®Hanoi were eonverted to the corresponding hexa-
substltwteci dieiloxanee on heating well above their boiling 
points. The boiling range® for those raolecules which re­
tained their eheiaical structures extended from about 292° 
for dlphenyldiethoxyeilane to ^ $0^ for trlphenylbenzhydryl-
oxyeilane. There wae a much mor© consistent trend noted in 
reelstance to deeompogltlon by this class of ooapounde, 
lith the exception of several membera which became slightly 
yellow, the repreeent&tivee of this class were vaporized 
vithout decompogltlon. 
In the heterocyclic series several compoundi containing 
the dibenzothiophene eyetea were screened. The 3-triffiethyl-
sllyldibenssothlophene volatilized at about 362-36^® without 
signs of decomposition# The analogoue ^-position ieoiaer 
was black; at ^85® left a residue on boiling at 535-5^0°-
Since there wai eoae doubt as to the purity of the latter 
saople, no generalizations could be made. The 2-, -3- and 
^-trlinethylcilyldibenzothiophene-5-dioxide were also tested. 
All three volatlllEtd at tenperaturee of 420-^27® without 
extensive decompoeitlon, The latter, however, was a pale-
yellow color near its boiling point. In this case again, 
the paucity of Hiolecules for obeervatlon makee any sound 
generalization difficult. 
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A wry definite conclusion can be drawn from the tests 
conducted on analogoui corapounde differing only in the 
Group I?.B ©lefflsnt present. One seriee studied me the type 
containing four phenyl groups. It 1® Interesting to note 
that th® mtlting point® of tetraphenylsilane,-germane, -tin, 
and -lead lie within the range 228-233^. However, the eilane 
and germane boil undeoosapoeed at temperatures of 428-^30° 
and 433-435® respectiirely, Tetraphenyltin leaves a gray 
residue at and tetraphenyllead is decomposed into a 
black ffimse at 275°* Another similar eerlee screened con-
talnefl the trlpheaylbenzyl-group. Again all membere had 
aliiilar aeltlng point©, 88-92®, In this cage the triphenyl-
benxylellane vaporized at a teraperaturt slightly above that 
of the germanluffi analog. The corresponding tin and lead 
compounds decoapoEed into black reeiduee at much lower 
teaperaturis, Froa & considerable number of other indi­
vidual Epeclmens tested, It can be unequivocally stated 
that tin- and lead,-containing aaterlale are definitely more 
eusoeptible to thernal ele&vagee than those of silicon and 
ger»&niuffl, A coaiparlson of the organoaetallic compounds of 
©lllcon and gerfflanluia leads to no clear-cut ele,Bslflcation 
at this tl»©. Triphenylillane and triphenyls-erffiane, both 
»eltlng at about 42-45®, volatilize undecoffipoeed at 350° 
and 35^® respectively, fhe corresponding tetrakie-n-
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tetradecjl jBolecules are not nearly so similar. The eilane 
becoffiee a vapor in the vicinity of without deoompo-
eltion. Tetrakis-n-tetradecylgermane, on the other hand, 
became light to dark brom through the range 372-^11®, and 
generally volatilized at atooiat ^15® leaving a small efflount 
©f refiidue. In the case of hexaphenylgermoxane and hexa-
phenyldiallox&ne, the melting points are 185*^ and 227-22,9° 
respectively; and the corresponding volatilization tempera­
tures ^ 80® and 515°• Thus, it can he seen that in eome 
eases the silicon-containing molecule poesesBee greater 
therisal etaMlltyj in other®, the organo-germaniUBi compound 
ie superior in thle respect. Prom the eviaence available 
at this tlffie there seeme to be a el^ificant Increase in 
thermal resistivity of fully-alkylated and triphenyl mono-
alkylated sil&nes when compered with their germanluia analogs. 
It is ©eeentlal to point out here that the volatiliza­
tion of the ecreened molecules doe© not necessarily coincide 
with any decoapoeltion temperatures. On the contrary, those 
materials noted to have vaporized without decompoeition were 
probably capable of withstanding a great deal more heat 
before any bond cleavage would take place. The rather 
qualitative meaguring technique eaployed was primarily in­
tended to give an order of negnltude of stability from room 
temperature to the vaporization point. 
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CJilaan and Baille^^ have carried out a study on the 
pyrolysii of eoiae orfanolead compouMs of th® type R^PtoPbR^. 
Perhaps the data given on the ease of cleavage of various 
organic ffloletlee may toe of a general nature regardlesB of 
the ©-roup I¥B centrel stom. fhe materials were heated In 
xylene and the tliie required to deposit lead noted. The 
authors give the follo'wing order of deer ©aging theriial 
stability; laeeltyl, cyolohexyl, alpha-ne-phthyl. o,-ethoxy-
phenyl, _£«methoxyphenyl, o-tolyl, ^ -ethoxyphenyl, 2.-methoxy-
phenyl, ^ -tolyl, a-toljl, phenyl, ethyl and methyl. The 
firit three memteeri of the eerles showed no deposition of 
lead after 6 hours of refluxing in xylene. The authors 
ascribe this thermal reelst&nce partially to sterlc factors. 
They aleo point out that all three lead coapounds were pre­
pared in rather low yields. Poeitlon isomers were noticeably 
different In their iueoeptlbility t© pyrolytlc cleavage. The 
o.-mf»thoxyph©nyl and ^-iHethoxyphenyl ffloleculee took 60 minutes 
and 3-5 oinutes, respectively, to deposit metal. The corre­
sponding ethoxy ooaipounde gave black solids in 1? mlnutee 
ami 1-3 alnutes. in the toljl series, the order ortho. meta 
Payo- took ^5» 0 and 3-5 ainutes, respectively, for 
deposition to be noted. The'se results do not agree ^fith 
Q-ilaan and J, 0. B&ilie, J. Am, Chem. Soc.. 61. 
731 (1939). 
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the previously aentioned study In the ellane series in which 
poiltion leoffier® poieessed no significant difference in 
thermal resigtEnoe. They do, howeirer, give credence to the 
importance of eterle factors in this prohlem, fiexaphenyldi-
lead decoiaposed liuaedlately in the boiling xylene. The 
alkyldilead molecules, such as hexaethyl- and hexamethyldi-
leadjWere cleaved before the boiling temperature of the 
xylene solution was attained, Thle result agrees well with 
the generalization th&t short-chained alkyl groups show very 
poor thermal etabllity. 
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EXPEP,IMENTAL 
(Jeneral Procedure^® 
Inert atmosphere 
liitrQgen* Co»aerolally available, prepurifled (99.9^ 
pure) nitrogen was used throughout the study» 
AT?p&ra,tus 
fhe apparatus U0®d for all ©xperlmente conelgted of a 
3«tt®els;ed| round-"bottomed flask, fru-toore stirrer with glaee 
paddle and reflux condenser. All of tte equipment was 
dried in an oven at 100® and allowed to come to room tempera­
ture under nitrogen. Thle Inert atmosphere was maintained 
throughout the entire experiment if an organometalllc re­
agent was an Intermediate In any of ti» reactions. 
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All ffleltlng points reported here are uncorrected 
value®• They were detemlned by the capillary tube method 
at a rate of heating of 1 /lalnute near the melting point. 
An eleetrloally-heated, copper block was used throughout 
the entire study. 
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SsssssSs, 
SolTente. Tlie diethyl etiiep was a commercial, an-
hy<li«otts gyaft# itortd over eodlum wire. All other fsolvente 
eanloyed wert eofflaiercially availa-ble "reagent grades". They 
were ftored over eodlum wir# for at least 24 hourg prior to 
use. 
Organic halide®, fh® organic halitee emoloyed for the 
preparation of th@ correBponding organolithium or Q-rignard 
reagent© were of Eastaen %hite label or equivalent grade 
of purity, fhey were not further -our if led before use. 
Lithiuffl. fhe lithiuro wire wss one-eighth of an inch 
in diameter and weighed 3.4 to 3.7 g. per meter. The wire, 
©oated with grease, wa© stored under mineral oil. The pro­
tective eoatinge were carefully wiped off with a towel be­
fore the wire wm cut into small pieces. Excess laetal, if 
present after the completion of a reaction was removed by 
filtration of the organolithiua solution through loosely-
plugged gl&ss wool. 
Mmgneeiufli. The eoaoercially available grade labeled 
"for drignard reaction'' was used for all preparatione. 
Unreaoted aagneeium was separatecl from the reaction mixture 
by the method used for the removal of exceee lithiura. 
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ProauGt Isolation procedure 
After completion of the reaction period, the reeultent 
ffllxture was .hydrolyzed. Water was the reagent normally em­
ployed for organolithiu® preparations. In the experiments 
uBing Qrignard reagents, the hydrolysis was carried out 
vlth 3 K hydrochloric acid. The organic layer was ee'^-arsted 
and dried over anhytirous aodlum sulfate for at least k hours. 
The fiolvent was then distillefl at atmospheric preeeure. 
Treatment of the residue is ciesoribed under the individual 
compounds. 
llfcyllithluin Gompoundg 
n-Butylllthluro 
The procedure used wae in essential accordance with 
that reported by Gilro&n and co-workers^^. The modification 
employed was cooling the reaction mixture to a temperature 
between -35 and -40® after the addition of the n-butyl 
bromide-ether solution had been started. A representative 
preparation follows. 
21h. Gilaan, J. A. Beel, C, G-. Brannen, M. W. Bullock, 
&. S. Dunn and L, B. Miller, jJj. Atn. Chem, Soo.. 71. 1^99 
(19^9). 
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To a stirred (Btaspenslon of ^.56 g. (0.66 g. atom) of 
lltbiuffl wire (cut Into pieces leee than 1 em. in length) in 
150 ill. of ether were added 30 drops of a solution con­
taining 4l.l g. (0,30 mole) of 11-butyl bromide in 75 Jal. of 
ether. Ab soon as the reectlon begsn, as indicated b^ a 
turbidity in the stirred solution, the mixture was cooled 
to -35^ fey Mean® of a Dry Ice-acetone bath. The dropwiee 
addition of the remainder of the ethereal Bolution wae begun. 
This addition req.uired 30 minutes. Ths temperature of the 
reaction lalxture was carefully a&lntalned between -35 and 
-40® during thle period by raising or lowering the bath. 
The ffiixture was stirred at this temperature for 30 ralnutes 
after oonpletlon of the addition. Then the bath wte re-
moveo, and the reaction mixture allowed, to stir for 2 more 
hours at 0®. The yield of n-butylllthiuia &b deterailned by 
the double titration method^^ was 89^. 
In sueseedlng preparations th© yielde ranged from 
86-92^. 
22 diliian and A, H. Haubein, ibid.. §§_, I515 
(1944). 
2M-
Apylllthluffl Cofflpotjnde 
PheRyllitMuii 
this r@&g@nt was pi»®pftFed accordltig to the procedure 
of JomB and S-ilsan^^. 1 typical preparation follow8. 
To a etlrrM suepeniion of 3.10 g. (0.445 g. atom) of 
litfeittiB wire (cut into pieee® leee than 1 cm. in length) 
in 150 ®1» of ether were added 10 al. of a solution of 33.0 
g. (0.210 ffiole) of broiiofeenaene in 75 »!• of ether. The 
solution beoaae turbid after efrer&l minutee. The remainder 
of the @ther«el Bolution was then added at a rate sufficient 
to maintain gentle reflux of the reaction mixture. After 
the addition was completed, external heat w&b supplied to 
continue the r@fluxing for an additional 30 minutes. The 
yitld, determined fey a sinple acid titration^^ wae 97^. 
In succeeding preperationg the yields ranged from 
94-100^. 
S. Jones and H. Q-llman in R. Adams, "Organic Re-
actione", John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Mew York, N. Y., 1951, 
Yol* 6, p. 35^. 
0il®an, P. D. Wilkinson, W. p. fishel and C. H. 
Keytrs. ijt. M±. MBMa. M. 150 (1923). 
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Opg&aogilicon Coapounds 
1trlphen.?l8llyl.)-benz.en.e 
To 200 ml. of an ethereal Eolutlon containing 0.190 
mole of j^-bufcylllthiua were slowly added 150 ral. of an 
ethereal solution containing 22.g. (0.095 mole) of 
dlbromobenEene^-^. fhe teoperature of the reaction mixture 
vrm maintained (fey aeans of a Dry Ice-acetone bath) at -15® 
during addition. Color Test wae found to be negative 
one hour &ftsr completion of the addition. To this mixture 
were then slowly added 250 ml. of an ethereal eolutlon con­
taining 56.0 g. (0.190 mole) of trlphenylchloroBilane. A 
white precipitate formed during the addition. Color Test 
l27 v&B negative on completion of the addition. The mixture 
wae allowed to come to rooia temperature and Btlrred for one 
hour, 
The solid was filtered off, washed with 200 ml. of 
water and dried, fhere was obtained 35.2 g. of white powder 
25h. cJiiiaan and R. &. Jones, ibid.. §2, 1^^3 (19^1). 
2%. 011aa,n and J. Swlse, ibid.. 18^7 (19^1). 
Slliaan and F, Schulze, ibid.. 4?. 2002 (1925). 
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Belting oirer the range 338-356*^. The ether layer wae hydro-
IjEed with 500 kI. of water. fh@ organic layer was eepa-
rated, dried &na. digtllled. fhere remained a white solid 
jaeltiag over the range 3^^-358®« On© recrystallization of 
the oo®'bia@d eolide froro tri-a-hutyl phoephate gave only 
23.7 g. of pure produot melting sharply at 360®. 
Inal. Calod, for Cij,2H-^4|,Si2•' Si, 9.^5» Found: Si, 
9.^1, 
Bie-'(xt-'trlphenyl0ilyl)~'phenyl ether 
To 180 ml, of an ethere&l solution containing 0,165 
mole of ji-hutyllithitiffl (at -I5®) were ©lowly added 125 ral, 
of an ethereal solution containing 27,1 g, (0,083 aole) of 
di~£-brofflophenyl ©ther^^. Color Test II was negative after 
15 aiintit®®. fher® were then added 3®0 ml. of &n ethereal 
eoltttion containing ^8.6 g. (0.165 ®ole) triphenylchloro-
silane. The blue color of the organooietallic reagent was 
®®M0Mt illieon analyses were carried out according to 
the procedure of H, Q-ilman, B. Kofferth, H. W, Melvin, Jr. 
and &, ann, ibid... 72. 5767 (1950). For those compounde 
which have a silicon-containing group easily volatilized 
during this procedure, nott will be made to reference ^3 
deeoribing a modified an&lyeis. 
Q-ilffian, M. Langhorm and F, W. Moore, ibid.. 62. 
3277 (19^0). 
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disGharged on coapletlon .of aMltlon, Color Test I was 
negative after 10 »lnut©s. fhe reaction mixture was allowed 
to co®e to room temperature and then refluxed for 2 hours 
with constant stirring. 
fhe cooled solution was then hydrolyEed with 300 ml. 
of water. The ether layer was separated, dried, and die-
tilled, Ther© wae obtained 46.^ g. of a white solid melting 
o OT®r the r&nge 289-306 , fhls material was recrystalllzed 
froffl trl-jg-'butyl phosphate. There was finally obtained 26.1 
g. ik5,2^) of white crystals melting at 306-30?®. 
Anal. Calcd, for Cij.gH2gOSi2i SI, 8.19. found: SI, 
8.22, 8.25. 
Dlphenyl-.Mg- (•3a-»t>henoxyph«n.yl )-8 llane 
To 105 ml. of an ethereal eolutlon containing 0.090 
mole of n-butylllthlutt were slowly added 75 nil. of an 
ethereal eolutlon containing 22.^ g. (0,090 mole) of £-
broaophtnyl phenyl #th@r., The temperature of the reac­
tion wae maintained at -15°- Color feet II wae negative 
after 2 hours. Then ther® wer© slowly added 50 ml. of an 
©theresl solution containing 9.60 g. {0.038 laole) of di-
phenyldlehlorosllant. Th@ reaction mixture was allowed to 
come to rooai teaperature and stirred overnight. Color Teet 
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I wag ntgatlT® at that tliae and a white solid wae euspended 
In the reaotlon nlxture, Hyarolyele with 200 ml. of water 
reemlted in two elear, liquid layers, fhe ether layer was 
separated and a solid "began to precipitate from it. There 
was filtered off 8,^ g. of a white eolid melting over the 
range 156-159®# ^he ethar layer was dried and distilled. 
There was recovered 4,5 g. of ^broaophenyl phenyl ether. 
In addition the reeldue contained 1,1 g, of a white solid 
melting over th® range 15^-158°. fhe combined product wae 
recrystalllzed from a mixture of dioxane and. 95^ ethanol, 
fhere was obtained 7*20 g, (36.8^) of pure product melting 
at 162-163*^. 
Anal. Calcd* for 0jqB.2qO2&1* Si, 5.39. Found: Si, 
5.3^, 5.^0. 
Phenyl-^ trlg~ (ar-phenoxyphenyl j-s llane 
fo 110 lal, of an ethereal solution containing 0.0895 
aole of u-bwtylllthlum (at -15°) were slo>7ly added 75 ml. 
of an ethereal solution containing 22.4 g. (0.090 laole) of 
2.-*broiioph.enyl phenyl ether^^. Color Test II was negative 
after 4 hours. There were the.n elo^rly added 25 Jnl. of an 
ethereal solution containing 5*30 g. (0.025 mole) of phenyl-
trlchlorosllane. Color fest I was Imroediately negative. 
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fhe reactlea mixture was allow«d to com© to room temperature 
under eonetant stirring. Hydrolysis with 200 ml. of water 
gave aE Iniolttble white produet (10,1 g,) melting over the 
range 160-180®. fhe ©ther layer was separated, dried and 
distilled, fher® wa® Isolated 3,3 g. of a white solid 
selting at 158-159®. fhe eoahlned solids were recrystal-
lized froa s slxtur® of dioxane and 95^ ethanol to give 
10,2 g. {67.1^) &t pur® product melting at 1^9-150°. 
An&l. Gfilod. for Ci^2%203S3.; Si, ^.57. Found: Si, 
^.51, ^.61. 
f etrakis*- (^"i^henoxyiahenyl )*a ilane 
fo 115 »!• of m ethereal solution containing 0,095 
mole of n-batyllithiuia (at -15®) wre slowly added 75 ml» 
of an ethereal solution containing 23.7 g« (0,095 mole) of 
2Q 
^-hroffiophenyl phenyl ether Color Test II was negative 
after 2 hours stirring, fhere were then slowly added 25 
al, ©f an ethereal solution containing 3,4 g, (0,020 mole) 
of silicon tetraehloride, fhe temperature of the mixture 
wae allowed to ri®e slowly and then brought to reflux for 
4 hours. Color Test I was negative at that time. The white 
reaction nlxture wa® cooled to room te»perature and hydro-
lyaed with 175 ®3.« of water. A whit© aolld, suspended 
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toitween the organic and, aqueowe layers waa filtered off, 
there was obtained 10*7 g, of material melting over the 
rang© 200-.20^®, Separation, drying and distllletlon of the 
ether ©olvent gave an oily liquid having the odors of n-
Mtyl bromide and jr-hromophtnyl phenyl ether. The collected 
iolld wag. recrys't&lllsstd fro® ethyl acetate, there was 
finally ©htalned 8.21 g, <58#3^) of the desired product 
aeltlng at 20^®. 
Cslcd, for C|j,gH^gO||,Sl: SI, 3.99* Found: si, 
3.95, 3.90, 
Trie'- (a-phenoxy phenyl) -ja-dodeeylsilane 
A solution of ^7,5 g» (0,190 uiole) of £~torosiophenyl 
pto«nyl ether^ In 75 ®1. of ether wae added to 210 ml, of 
an ethereal solution containing 0.187 nole of n-butylllthlum. 
The teoperatur® of the reaction laixture was maintained at 
•15® throughout th® addition, After 2 hours stirring, Color 
Test II *a® negative. There was then added a solution of 
17,6 g, ?0,057 aole) of n-dodecyltrlchloroellane in 50 ml. 
of ether. The temperature was then raised to reflux and 
maintained there for 18 hours, A whit© precipitate elo%?ly 
fomed ••during this time. Color fest 1 was then negative, 
lydrolyeis with 200 ml, of water resulted In two clear 
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l&yerg. The ©th@r fraction was separatsd, drierl and then 
distilled, fhe product obtained was a highly-visooue, amber 
©11 which resisted, all oryetalliz&tion attempts by use of 
•rsriotts ®olf@nts,  The oil  was finally dieti l led in a tem­
perature r&ncrt ©f 315-320® at 0,004 aun* In a Hickman 
fflolecular atill, fotal wtight of this liquid wae 10,3 g, 
(25.2^). 
Anal * Calod, for 3.99. Found: Si, 
^.03, 4.69. 
Tris-ls-phenoxyphenyl )-8lla.ne (attempted) 
Eun I. fliere wer® addtd to 4,5 g, (0,18 raole) of mag-
nee iua turning® suspended in 100 al, of ether 50 drops of 
an ethertal solution containing 45,0 g, (0,180 aole) of jq-
bromophenyl phenyl «thw-^^ and a eaall crystal of iodine. 
After 15 minutes, the aixttire becaroe turbid and some reflux 
was noted. The remainirig 75 ffll. of solution were added at 
a rate sufficient to maintain gentl© reflux. After 2 hour® 
stirring, there wa® obtained a 9^% yield of the G-rignard 
reagent as determined by the eiapl© aeid titration. The 
reaction mixture wm cooled to 0® and 20 ml, of an ethereal 
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iolution ooatalolng 6.8 g. (0,50 mole) of trlciiLorosllan©^^ 
w©i*8 slowly a&ied. Imaedlat® reECtlon wag noted by the 
foraiation of a white pi-eelpltate. Sereral hours stirring 
were neoeesarj? to give & negative Color Test I, Ae the 
teiBpemtwre of th® mlxtur© was gradually raised, to reflux, 
the iolmtlon turntfl from a pale-amber to a deep-brown color, 
fhe ree.otion flask wae cooled very quickly after reaching 
the reflux tejEperature. Hydrolysis with 100 ml. of 3 N 
hydrochloric,acia resulted in a yellow ether layer and dis­
solution of the solid, the orgsmlc solvent was se-oarsted, 
dried imd distilled, fh® rteidue eoneieted of a deep-brown, 
viscous oil. TacTOii dlBtillatlon of the ineterlal gave the 
following frf-otions: 
1. Colorles® viscous liquid, b.p. 65-85^ (1.0 ram.) 
2. Aiifeer vigeous liquid, b.p .  85-92® (1.5 ai®.) 
H«lth®r fraction could bt srystalllasd. Infrared data^^ 
failed to disclose the ureaence of the silloon-hydrogen 
bond in either fraction. 
30 fhe procedure was in eisentlal accordance with that 
of F. C* Whitiaore, I. Pietrusza and L, H. Sommer, ibid,. 
2108 (19^7) for the addition of trichlorosllane to a 
rignard reagent. 
^^The author 1® grateful to Bre. ¥. A ,  Faesel, Marvin 
M&rgoshes, Meegre, Bichard M, Hedges, Robert D. Kross and 
lebert McCord of the Institute for Atomic Research for the 
deteriiinatlon ©f and assletanc® in the interpretation of 
the infrared spectra. 
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Rmi II« The 6a»e quantities of all reagents were em­
ployed. Om modification wae that the temperature of the 
reaetloa alxtare wa® not raieefi atjove 28®. The other was 
that the volume of the eol«tlon w&e concentrated to 100 ml., 
with the aid of an aiplr&tor, after th® trlchloroEllane had 
been added, leeult® eeeentlally the Sam© as those for R.un 
I were obtained, 
Wm III* fhe aftdltlonal modification employed in thle 
exp©ri»ent wgs that th® temperature of the ^-phenoxyphenyl-
roaguesl\iffi hroBlde «olutioii w&e eooltd to -25° prior to the 
ttddition of the trlohlorosil&ne eolutlon, lone of the 
deiir#d product was Isolated. 
giphenyl->hls-'{9'*fl'UQrenyl )">eil&ae 
To 250 lal. of an @ther»eal solution oontalning 21,2 g. 
C0.127 itole) of fltiortae^^ w@r© slowly added 150 ml, of an 
ethereal solution coatainlag 0,12? mole of phenyllithiuE. 
fhe solution beoame yellow, then orange during the addition, 
fhere were then slowly added ?5 al* of an ethereal solution 
cont&lalng 12,.? g. C0.050 mole) of dlphenyldichloroellane, 
fh.e reaction aixture became a siaet&rd color •"during thle 
3%. Zl0gler and L. Jakob, Ann.. ^5 (193^0 
3^ 
aMltion, Golor Test I was negative after refluxlng over-
nlgiit. 
file rtaetion mixture w&e liydrolyzed with. 250 ml. of 
water. fh@ tthtr layer wa® separated, dried and digtllled, 
fhe rssidual white BOlld wae reerystalllzed from a mixture 
of dloxane and 950 ©thanol, fhere was isolated 2,^ g, of 
a white solid m«lting over the rang© 225-2^0°. Several re-
crystallization® aid not narrow the melting point range. 
Goncentratlon of the original reeryetall1zing solvent gave 
2.7 g, (10,6^) of pur# product melting at 270°. 
Anal. Calod. for C^8H2gSi{ Si, 5.^7« Found; Si, 
5.55, 5.50. 
Phenyl-trig* (9~f luorenyl )'*iilane 
fo an ethereal solution of 12.3 S» (0.075 mole) of 
fluoren® in 150 ml. of ether were rapidly added 122 ml. of 
a eolation containing 0,075 aole of phenyllithium^^. The 
mixture becaiit yellow and then ruet-red during the addition. 
After M- hour's of reflux, there was slowly added a solution 
of 4,88 g. (0.023 aole) of phenyltrlohlorosilane in 25 ml. 
of ether. Color fest I was found to he negative after 8 
houre of reflux, Hydrolyeie with 250 blL, of water resulted 
in the Buspention of a white lolld between the ether and 
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wster layers, fiie solid, filtered ana sir-dried, weighed 
10,0 g. and ffltlttd over the range 290-318®. The ether 
laftr wa® itpar&tedi dried and distilltd. There was iso-
lat«d 2,1 g. of r«8t-e0lored solid melting over the range 
152-196® and having an odor giisilar to fluorene. This 
»ateri»l was not further purified. 
The solid originally eollected wai reerygtallized from 
a mixture of ethyl acetate and 95% @tha,nol. There was 
finally obtained 6.§ g. of desired product melting 
at 333-33^^. 
An&l* Caled. for 5'oimd: Si, 
4.62, 
f e trakis- C 9- f luorenvl) -s il.ane (at tempte d) 
Run I. fo ISO al. ©f m ethereal solution containing 
13.0 g, Co.078 ttole) of fluorene^^ were added 96 al. of an 
ethereal solution oontaining O.OfS mole of phenyllithiura. 
The reiultant rust-red solution was refluxed for k hours 
after coapletion ©f the addition. There were then added 
to the fixtureat roo» temperature, 5® of an ethereal 
solution of 2.90 g. (0,017 aole) of silicon tetrachloride, 
A reaction wa® iamedis-tely noticed as the mixture "began to 
reflux. The color became yellow and remained BO during 24 
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howre of reflua, ftie yellom' solid wiiich precipitated was 
filtered and washed with water, A email quantity held in 
a Bmnitn flame g&ire the crifflson color of lithium. Further 
washing with water resulted in & dark-brown, glaesllke 
solid* 
the ether layer was bydrolyzed with 200 ml, of water. 
After drying and distilling the org&nlc solvent, there re­
mained 1§,5 i. ©f a derk-brown, glass-like solid. No 
solvent® 'produced any change In thlg Bolid. 
Run II. In another preparation, the Bllicon tetra-
ehloride wae added Tery slowly to the reaction mixture at 
0®. fhe solid finally Isolated had the physical appearance 
and propertle® described above, 
gii?henyl*-blg<'(a-trifluoro%ethylpfaenyl)-Bllane 
fo a solution of 0.087 laole of ji-butylllthlum In 112 
al, of ether at -15® wae slowly added an ethereal eolution 
of 19»5 §• ®f a-trlfluoromethylbroiBobenzene In 50 ®1* of 
ether^^. The solution turned brown during the addition. 
Color test II wa® negative after 2 houre. There were then 
added 50 »1. of an ethereal solution containing 8,85 g. 
SilMan and L# A, Woode, Mm, Chem, Soc. 
1981 (1944), 
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C0»035 mole) of dlpfaenyldlchlorosllan®. The temperature 
was allowed to rlee nloulf, and then heat was applied to 
fering the eolwtlon to reflux. Mter 24 hours, Color Test 
I w&e, doubtful. Hydrolysie with 150 al. of water resulted 
in a torown ether Imyer and eolorlese, aqueous layer. The 
ether fraction was separated, dried and distilled. There 
remained an oil which laecaffle a eemi-solid on cooling in an 
ie© bath. Stirring with methanol gar® & white aolid melting 
over the range 93-96®. leorystallization froia the same 
eolTent yielded 9.1 g. (56^) of detlred product melting at 
9?-9s°. 
Anal. Calod. for C^B^gPgSi: C, 66.0; H, 3.82. 
Found: C, 65.6, 65.55» H, 3.86, 3.92. 
Pheayl-'triB~Cji~triflu0romethylphenyl)~silane 
To 121 sal. of an ethereal solution containing 0.094 
fflole of |[^-butyllithluii at -15® were slowly added 55 ®1. of 
an ethereal eolution containing 21.2 g. (0,094 mole) of ra-
trifluoro«ethylbro®otoe'nz®ne33, Color Test II was negstive 
after 2 hours. It the eaine teiaperature wae then added a 
solution of 5»71 g. Co.027 ®ole) of phenyltrlchloroellane 
in 25 of ether. Color Test I was negative after 24 
hours of reflux. The reaction alxture was hydrolyzed with 
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150 ffll. Qf water. After separating, drying and dletllliag 
the org&nle layer, tliere remained an oily residue. This 
prodwet eryit&lllsed on standing overnight. It wighed 7,4-
g, and aelted OTtr the range 78-81®, Several recryetalliza-
tions from .iiethanol gave 6.3 g, of pure product 
aelting at 81®« 
n 
Ami, C&lod. for CaiiHi^F^gis C, 60,0; H, 3,15. 
Found! C, 60.09, 60,2^; H, 3.23, 3.20. 
f e tr&kis-*' C M~ trlf luoroae t hyiphenyl) -• e ilane 
To 0,190 mol® ©f n-butyllithiuifi in 205 si, of ether at 
-15® were addtd 50 ®1» of e. solution containing 42.7 g. 
•(0,190 iiole) of j|-trlfl'uoroffietbyl'bromoh®n£,®ne3^, After 2 
hours of stirring, Color Ttst 11 was negative. There was 
then added a solution of 7*^8 §• (0.0^4 mole) of silicon 
t®tr&©hioride in 25 al. of ether, Ai the temperature of the 
reaction mixture was brought to reflux, a erea®-.colored pre­
cipitate was noted. Total reflux time was hours. Hydrol-
y®ls with 250 ml, of *mter produced a gelatinous layer 
between the ether and water. The organic layer was sepa­
rated., dried and dietilled. There remained a "wet" solid 
which aelted over the rang® I0O-IO3®, After several -waehingB 
with aethanol and r@oryetalliza.tion from petroleuia ether 
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(b.p. 60"7O^), tfaer© was isolated 11,1 g. (^1.?^) of desired 
pFOduet ffislting at 102-103®, 
Mai, Galea, for C, 55.^i H, 2,63. 
Found! C, 55A?, 55.^3; H# 2,6?, 2.66. 
Tr is •" C 1 r if luQF OBI® t fa.jlpte ay 1) - e il&oe. 
Thirty drop© of an etliereal solmtion of 56.^ §• (0,250 
Bole) of »«trlflmoroiBethylbroiiob©iis0tt© were added to a sus­
pension of 6*1 g« {0,25 »ole) of nagnesiuffl and a BBiall 
oryst&l of iodine. The solution becaime turbid after several 
Biiiutee md the reroaiaing 100 al, were added at a rate euf-
ficient to aalHtain gentle refltix. After 2 houre of stirring, 
a. sinple aoid titration gave an 81^ yield, fhe Grienard 
reagent wag cooled to 0° and 5^ ml. of an ethereal solution 
eont&lning 8.10 g, C0,060 aole) of trichloroeilane^^ were 
slowly added. Then the temperature w&e allowed to rise 
slowly and heat applied to bring the reaction mixture to 
reflux. Color fust I was negative at that time. Hydrolysis 
with' 100 ml, of 2 B l^droohlorio acid retulted in two color­
less layer®, fhe ether fraotion was separated, dried and 
3^, A, Beiikesger and F. J. Rtel, Ibla. • 23. 3^72 
(1951). 
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dlitllXei, A deep-ferown, visoomi oil rem&lned. VaCuuiB 
aigtlllatlon gaw the following fractions: 
1. Golorlesi liquid, 4.3 g., fe.p. 32-50^ (0,45 ffi®,) 
2, Colorleei liquid, 25.4 g., b,p. 147-150° (0,05 laffi.) 
Fraction 2, on treatment with aqueous-alcohollo potaeelum 
feydroxia®"'' , «vol'?©(3 a gas (Hg) indicating the presence of 
tke sillcon-hydrogen bond. The liquid has the physical 
constant®, n|® 1,4948 and d|Q 1,3500, There was obtained 
25.4 g, (92,2^), 
f 36 Anal. Calcd. for Cp-^lkofigBli G, 54.4; H, 2,81; , iSr i jL A* i ,»• » \J 
100,1. Pound; C, 54.12, 54,25; H, 2.88, 2,91; mRj^, 101.3. 
frl®-Cffl-trifluoroffl«thylph@nyl )-o-phenoxyphenylfiilane 
— ^ —rrii - **i*- 7" i; N iir Tjr-[ 1 ( T'i r -71- ii - r'l -• r r-r 
(atteittPted) 
fhere wag slowly added a solution containing 5.48 g. 
(0,022 oole) of £-brO'iBophenyl phenyl ether^^ in 25 ml* of 
ether to 60 al. of an ethereal solution containing 0.022 
mol© of ^-butylllthium &% »15®» ^ negative Color Test II 
w&e obtained after 2 houri. fo this organolithium reagent 
were then added 25 ffll. of an ethereal solution containing 
35f, p. Price, ibid.. j|i, 2600 (194?). 
L. Warrick, ibia.. 2455 (1946) 
7 * 3 5  i. (0.0158 ffiols) of tris-Cm-trifluororaetiiylphenyl)-
fhe feaetloK mixture was then refluxed for 24 
hows* fh® rtgultant turtoM solution wm hydrolyzed with 
100 ffll. of water. •Ooneldera'ble frothing and "bubbling wae 
noted during the i^drolysle. A white solid formed during 
ths water addition, but dissolved on further stirring, 
Ssparation, drying and dlgtlllation of th© ether solvent 
gave a email quantity of a vleooue oil. Attempts to crye-
talllse this material by treatment with various solvents 
failed. There was an odor eiffillar to that of diphenyl ether 
asioelated with the product, facuua distillation procedures 
caused decomposition of the residue without obtaining any 
diitillste. 
Phenyl-"trie-Ca-trlfluoroaethylphenyl)-'Bilan© (attempted) 
fo 0,010 ffiole of pheaylllthiuffi in 50 ffll. of ether was 
added a solution eontaining 4,0 g, (0,009 »ole) of tris-
Cm-.trifluoroffi@thylphenyl)-gllane in 50 ml. of ether^^, Th© 
resetion islxture w&e then refluxed for 24 houre. Color 
Test I was faintly pogltive at thst time. The turbid 
tilaan and S. P. Maesle, ibid.. 1128 (1946); 
H, i. Meals, ibid.. 1880 (1946), " 
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solutl©ii was hfdpolyEet with 100 ml. of water. A gray 
solid, formed during the hydrolysis, dlsBolved on further 
etlrrlag. fh« ether fraction was separated, dried and 
distilled, fhe oily residue had an odor elmllar to that 
of benzene. Further distillation did afford eeveral graaie 
of liquid boiling at 80®, Allstteapts to crystallize the 
reeliual Tiacous, seal-solid were unsuccessful. 
f riphenyl*-B-«tolyla llane 
Method A. fo 0.052 aole of ||-tolylllthlum^® in 75 ail. 
of ether were slowly added 100 jbI, of an ethereal solution 
containing 13»5 g. (0.0^^6 mole) of trlphenylchloroellane. 
The mixture becane a. rust color on coapletlon of the addi­
tion. The temperature ©f the solution was raised to reflux 
and aalntalned there for 6 hours. Color fest 1 was then 
negative. Hydrolysis with 150 ®1« of water turned the ether 
solvent 6 pale-aatoer color, fhe organic layer was separated, 
dried and distilled. There remained 14.8 g, of a white 
solid melting over the range 143-148®. After recrystalliza-
tlon from petroleua ether (h.p. 6O-70®), there was ohtalned 
12.3 g« i77%) of desired product melting at I5O-I5I®. 
3®Kindly furnished by Dr. K. Olta. 
Calcd. for (^25^22^^^' Pound; Si, 
8,02, 8.0'8. 
Met bod. B, To a stirred suspension of 0.49 g, (0,066 
f» ato.ffl) of lithium wir® (out into pieces lese than 1 cm, 
in length) In $G ml. of ©ther were adned 25 »!. of an 
ethereal solution containing 5.13 &> (0.030 mole) of m-
broii©tolueneTh© addition was carried out at a rate 
sufficient to maintain gentl® reflia. After stirring for 
1 hoiir» there wae obtained a 93^ yield, as determined by 
tlmple acid titration.. To this lithlwffi reagent were added 
50 111, of an @there.g.l eoltition containing 7.27 g. (0,028 
iiolel ©f trlphenylellane^®. The reaction mixture began to 
reflux and & white precipitate foraed during this addition. 
Color Teet I wae negative after 2 hours. Hydrolysis with 
75 ®1. Qf water reeulttd in the dieeolutlon of the solid, 
fhe ether layer wae separattcl, dried and distilled. The 
rteidual white solid weighed 7,7 g. and melted ove.r the 
range 13^-142®. Stveral recrystallization® from pt;troleu® 
ether (b.p. 60-70®) afforded 5.8 g. i59%) of desired product 
Q-il»an, E, 1, Zoellner and W. M. Selby, J. Am* 
mm. Soc... ii. 1252 (1933). 
H» leberaall and G., H. Johnson, ibid.. 71. ^ 022 
i19^9). 
aeltlEg at lAi'9-.150°. A mixture of thli material and an 
autheRtlc eample^^ neltea, at 149-.150®* 
Dipkenjl-ble- (a-tolyl )«'gilan@ 
To 0.075 fflole of j[-tolyllithium^® in 95 rol« of ether 
T«ra® added a solution of 8.85 (0.035 ®ole) of diphenyldi-
ohloroeilane In 50 »1. of ethtr. Color feet I vms negative 
after i hours of reflux, fhe reaction mixture changed from 
a rust-red, to pale-amber oolor on hyflrolysie with 125 rol. 
of water. The ether layer was separated, dried and die-
tilled, Tite reffialning white eolld weighed 11,6 g, and 
melted ov®r the range 112-116®. Several recryetalllzatlone 
froffl a ffiixture of 95% ethanol and benzene yielded 9.7 g. 
(76.5^) of pure product laeltlng at 119-120°, 
Anal. Galed. for OggHg^Sl; Si, 7,69. Found: Si, 
7.71, 7.7^. 
Phenyl~ tr Ib-Ij^- toly 1) - b llan© 
fo 0.096 aole of ja-tolylllthlum^® In 110 ml. of ether 
wre slowly added 5<^ of ethereal solution containing 
^^fhl0 Thegls, p, ^2. 
^5 
6,36 g. (0»030 Biole) of phenyltrichlorosllane. After 
itlrrlng at reflux, temperature for 6 hoiire, Color Test I 
w&e found to be negative* Hydrolysis with I50 ml. of water 
reeulted. in a pale-amber organic layer. The ether fraction 
was then geparated, dried and d.letllled, A white solid 
o 
weighing 9«2 g. and aeltlng over the range 120-126 re-
.aained, Seireral reeryet&lliaation® from a raixture of 95^ 
ethaaol and benzene afforded. 8.6 g. (76^) of deeired ooia-
poirnd welting at 128-129®. 
Anal. Ce,led, for C2yH2gSii Si, 7,40, Found: Si, 
7.H, 7.^8. 
fetrafcis-Cs-^ol-yl )-8ilane Mill .million ii.iniijiii»,jffWiii|iiiii miii liiumTuwiiMti niiii IIIIUMM 
A solution of 5»^5 g* (0*035 ?siole) of silicon tetra­
chloride in 50 b1» of fther was added to 1$0 ml, of an 
ethereal solution containing 0,154 mole of ffl-tolyllithium38, 
fhe rMBt-r©d mixture wae refluxed for 6 hours. Color Test 
I wag negative after that ti»e. fhe ether layer became 
pale-yellow on hydrolysle with 200 ml. of water. After 
iepsration and drying of the organic layer. It was die-
tilled. fhere remained 9.2 g. of a white solid melting over 
the range 142-149®. Several recrysts.lllzatlons from a 
mlxtur® of 95% ethanol and benzene gave 8,9 g. i&5%) of 
pure product melting at 155-15©®• 
Anal* C&lsd. for G28H28SI: Si, 7.15. Found: Si, 
7.19. 
f ria.@ t.hyl-''2"'biphen.ylylfi il&ne 
There was slowly added to a stirring suepeneion of 
1,06 g. (0,15^ g, atoia) of litbium -wir® (cut into pieces of 
lese tJmn 1 ©a# in length) in 75 rol» of ether a, solution of 
16.3 g» (0,070 fflole) of 2-bro»obiphenyl^^ in 35 al. of ether. 
Heating to reflux was required to start the reaction. Once 
underway» the formation of the organolithium compound 
STolvea enough heat to aaintsin reflux, siaple acid titra­
tion showed a 95^ yield of 2-'biphenylyllithiuffl. To this 
organoaetallic reagent at 0® were added 25 ml. ,of an ethe­
real eolutioa containing 6.0 g. {0.055 mole) of trimethyl-
chloroeilane. The color of the reaction mixture became 
yellow during thi® addition and a precipitate slowly 
appeared. Color feet I gave a negative result after 12 
hours of reflux. On cooling, the suepension was hydrolyzed 
Oita, Unpublished Ph.D. fheeis, Iowa State College 
Library, 1955» 
^7 
with 100 al, of water. The ether layer was separated, 
dried and distilled, fh® reiaainlng vlecous oil gave the 
following fraotlone on vaeuuo tietillation: 
1. Biphenyl, 1.2 g., b.p. 55-88® (0,075 Jam.) 
2, !l'riiaethyl-2-Mph@nylyl8ilane, 10,2 g., b.p, 97-
102° (0.06 ffiffl.) 
20 The physical properties of Fraction 2 are n^ 1.5655# 
20 
and cl20 0,9750. The yield of deeired product was 82.6^. 
Anal.^^' Galod, for %5H3^gSi: Si, 12.#; MRjj 75.03. 
Fottnd: Si, 12.1, 12.2; MRu 75.5» 
Bie-C^^^'^trlaethylBilyD-dlphenyl ether 
To 195 of an ©thereal solution containing 0,181 
laole of s-hutyllithiuia at 0® was elowly added a solution 
consisting of 28.8 g. (0.092 mole) of di-E-bromophenyl 
29 
ethtr in 128 »1. ©f ether* Color fest II wae negative 
after # hours stirring, fher© were then added 50 ml, of 
an ethereal solution containing 15.3 g. (0,1^0 mole) of 
trimethylchloroeilane. The reaction iiixture was then 
^^Analysis for eilieon in molecules poBBessing the 
easily cleaved triiaethylillyl-group was carried out by the 
procedure of C, L, fseng a.nd f. X, Chao, Science Ba-pte, 
Katl. Univ. Peking. 1, »©. 21-37 (1936); priglnal not 
available for exaffllaation; abstracted in £j. A^s,, 655 
(1937).] 
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reflnxefi for 24 hours. Color 'f©st I was negative at that 
tiae. %d.r0ly®ls wm carried out with 250 ml. of water. 
A whit© solid, formed during this process, was dissolved 
oa contlhtted stirrlEg. The ether fraction was separated, 
dried and distilled, fhe residual oil gave two fractions 
on vsoiniffi distillation, 
1, Colorless liquid having the odor of diphenyl ether, 
b.p. 80-110® {0.01 mil.) 
2, Bl®-(£j£,'-triMethylsllyl)-diphenyl ether, 21.3 P?*» 
b.p. 119-125^ {0,02 a®,) 
The desired product (Fraction 2) haj the following 
constants : 1.5^30 and I.025I. 1?he yield of pure 
product was 
Ana.l,.'^^ Galcd. for 17.81; 96.5. 
Found; Si, 17,5, 17.71 96.2. 
T r l a -  { t  r i a e  t  h y  1  & . l l y  I p h e n y  1 )  • >  e  i l a n e  
To & euepenslon of 18.7 f. (0.77^ S* Atom) of jaa^neeium 
turnings in I50 ml. of ether and, a small crystal of iodine 
was added a solution of I7I g. (0,750 raol>a) of trimethyl-
kk 
^-•broffiophenyleilane in 110 lal, of ether. The reaction 
kb H. Oilman and H. W, Melvin, Jr., J. Am. Chem. Soc.. 
ii, 995 (1950). 
began after* several islnutee (ae evidenced by a turbidity 
of the e«sp«n@ion) and the addition rate was controlled to 
aiaintaln a gentle refltax, Sliaple acid titration, after 2 
hours at the boiling temperature, gave a 93*5^ yield. The 
reaction mixture wae cooled to 0® and there was added a 
solution of 27.0 g, (0.20 rool®) of trichlorosllane in 50 
ml. of ether. The addition was carried out very slowly 
because of the violent reaction noted at each drop hit the 
Q-rIgnard reagent. The reaction mixture becanie a white, 
pasty mmn m the addition of the illane neared completion. 
Color feet I ms found to be negative after houre reflux. 
A large quantity of gelatinous, vhlte solid remained after 
hydrolysis with 250 ml, of 3 i hydrochloric acid. Thie 
material was filtered off and air-dried. The product 
(5^.6 g.) aielted over the range 15^-158®. Separ^.tion, 
drying and distillation of the ether layer gave 10,2 g. 
of product melting over the range 156-159°. The combined 
8011(18 were recrystallized from a mixture of 95^ ethanol 
and ethyl acetate. There was finally isolated 61.3 g. 
(6^.8^) of deelred cofflpound melting at 159-160°. 
An&l. Calcd. for C2 B^(jj_qB1jij,: Si, 23.5. Found: 
Si. 2^.1, 23.8. 
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fi»i8"(^ ~trl»et.hjl6.ilylpfaeayl)'-^ -ph®noxyphenyl8llan« 
To 0«O2^  laol© of R-butyllithium In 35 »!• of etlier at 
-15® were slowly added 30 ml, of a solution containing 7.^ 5 
g. (0,030 mole) of -^broffiophenyl phenyl ether^ .^ Color 
feet II wai negstlTe after 3 hours etlrrlng. To the organo-
lltMuii reagent at 0® then added a suspension consisting 
of 8.0 g. {0,017 fflol®) of trls-C -^trimethylsilylphenyl)-
•Bil&ne in $0 ml. of ether. After 18 hour® of reflux. Color 
ftit I wai found to be negative, Eydrolyeis with 100 ml, 
of water resulted in two, colorless layers, fhe ether 
fjp&ction wm iepar&ted, dried and distilled. There re-
ffiained 6.8 g. of a white solid melting over the range I50-
15^ ®, A gtroag o<ior reseiBhling diphenyl ether was aeeociated 
with the solid. Recrystalliiation of the solid from a mix­
ture of 930 ethanol and etligrl acetate gave a 70^  recovery 
of trl0-(£-triaethylgilylphenyl)-ellane, identified by the 
fflixtd sielting point netted. Mo other coiapound wae isolated. 
Trie-»(;^ «triMethyleilylphenylj^ a^ blphenylylsllane (attempted) 
To 110 Bl. of an ethereal solution containing 0.168 
Eole of 2-biph«nyiyllithl»^  ^ were added 100 ibI. of an 
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ethereal euepenelon eontalning 0«0168 iiole of tris-(j2,-
trifflethylfiilylpheny 1 )-illaiie. This mixture wae brought to 
refliij: and ths.t temperstur® maintained for 40 hours. Color 
Test I was faintly positive at that time, fhe deer)-brown 
iolution W&0 hydrolyssed with 200 ml, of water. Reparation, 
drying and diitill&tion of the solvent gave a tan solid and. 
a darit-brown oil, fh© aolid wai collected end the oil 
treated with a aixture of 95^ ethanol and ethyl aeetate. 
fhia resulted in the eolidiflcation of the oil. Both of 
the solids aeltet over ti» range 1^9-156°. fl.e cry stall iza-
tion froffi the wixed solvents gave a 62^  recovery of the 
starting organoeilieon eompound, 
fria"(£~triffiethyleilylphenyl)~m~triflnorofflethylphenylsilane 
(atteWDted) 
fo 190 ffll# of an ethereal solution containing 0,17^  
mole of j|-butylllthiuin w®r© added 50 ral, of an ethereal 
solution containing 0^,5 g, (0,180 »ole) of ra-trifl«oro-
fliethylbrofflobenztn©^^ . After stirring for 2 hours at 0®, 
Color feet II wm negative, fhere wa® then slovly added 
at the same temperature, a euepension of 8,0 g, (0.017 
Hole) of triB-(j-trifflett^lBllylphenyl)-8ilane in 100 ml, 
of ether, fhe mixture wa® brought to reflux and maintained 
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ther© for 0^ hours. Color Test I wsb faintly positive at 
that tiia©. Hydrolysis with I50 ml, of water resulted in 
eoneifleraMe frothing and "bubbling. The ether fraction •was 
then gepsrftted, dried and distilled. There regained a deep-
aaroon liquid. Vaouuit distillation of this residue gave the 
following fractione; 
1. n-butyl broffllde, 5»5 g. t b.p. (0.1? mm.) 
2. Golorlee® liquid, .^6 g., b.p. 9^-55® (0.17 ro®,) 
3. Colorlte® liquid, 6.1 g., b.p, 74-115° (0.12 mm.) 
All attempts to cryetallize Fractions 2 and 3 were 
unsuocessful* Neither of them was further identified, 
fhere was no recovery of the starting ellane as in the 
previously described experiments involving the use of the 
initial tris-(£-trlaethyl:silylphenyl)-sllane. 
frle-C -^trimettayleilylphenyl)-•»-»tolylsilane (attempted) 
,Run I. fo a atirred suspension of 0,198 g. (0.0308 
mole) of lithium wire (cut into pieces less than 1 cm, in 
length) in 50 al. ©f ether was added a solution containing 
2,4 g, (0,014 aole) of jg-bromotoluene^  ^ in 20 ml, of ether. 
The mixture waE refluxed for 1 hour and etirred for an 
additional hour. Simple acid titration gave a yield of 
91^ '* There were then added 50 ml, of an ethereal suspension 
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eontaiiiing 5»5 g, (0,11 mole) of tri8--(i[)~trlffiethylsllyl-
pfeeriyl}-sllane* So tleltole i-eactlon occurred during the 
addition. The alxtiire was brought to reflux and maintained 
at that teaipsrstur® fer S howri. Color Test I -wae negative. 
Hydrolysis with 100 al, of'W&ter gave two oolorlees layers, 
fhe ether fraction wse separated, dfied and distilled. 
There rtmalntd 4.2 g. of a white aolid melting over the 
rang# l^ O-l^ i-g®, Several renrystalllzationB from a mixture 
of 95% eth&nol snd ©thyl acetate afforded 3,6 g, of a white 
gollfl melting at 159-160®, A mixed roeltlng point carried 
out on a mixture of this aaterial and an authentic sample 
®f the starting gilane showed no depression, fhe recovery 
was 6^ ,4^ , Mo other ooiapound wae isolated. 
Run II. fhis experiment was carried out with the same 
quantltlee as in Run I. The modification in the technique 
was that a benzene solution (30 lal.) of tri»-<£-trimethyl-
fillylphenyl)-sllane replaced the ether suspension, After 
eoapletion of the adclltlon of the sllane, the reaction 
mixture wai heated and the ether (present fro® the m-
tolyllithiua preparation) was dletllled, fhen the reroalnlnK 
benzene solution v&e refluxed for 4 hour®, Hydrolyeis with 
50 al* of water w&g followed by the separation, drying and 
dlBtlllation of the benzene layer, fhere remained 5,4 g, 
of a crystalline solid .welting over the range 133-139^ , 
5^ 
One recryetalliiEatlon of thle product from a mixture of 95^  
eth®,n©l and. ethyl acetate afforded g, of a eolia melting 
®Ter the rang© 138-159®. Further recrygtallizatione did 
not narrow the melting point range. Ill atteisptg to sepa­
rate the provable mixture of coropoundi by fractional 
oryBt-alliEation tcehniquee were unsucceseful. 
Pheiiyl'>'tri8-(^ "tri«ttfaylailylphenyl)*-»ilane 
fo 25 »!• a toensen® eolution containing 3.5 g. 
(0.007^  fflole) ©f trla-(^ -trli!ethylsilylphenyl)~Bllane was 
added a solution of a 0.015 aiole of phenylllthium in 60 
ml, of ether. Color feet I wae negative iffiaitdlately after 
completion of the addition, Hydrolyels with 75 ml. of 
water resulted in two eolorleie layers* The organic frac­
tion was ©eparated, dried and distilled, fhere remained 
3.3 g. of a whit© eolid Hielting over the range 141-183°. 
Fractional crystallisation from a mixture of 95% ethanol 
and ethyl acetate gave 2.1 g. of a white solid melting at 
190-191^ , and 1,1 g. (31*5^  recoTerj^  of starting allane. 
The compound aelting at 190-191® was identified ae phenyl-
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trls-{|)-trlaetliyl®ilyl Jienjl)-8llaii©^^  toy the method of 
mixed aeltlng pointe. The yield of a.e8lred product was 5^ '^ 
Trle-Cjt-trlaethylsllylphenyl )--^ -dodecylell&iie 
Method A« fo & etlrred suspeasion of 1.5 g* (0.22 g. 
atoa) of lithiura wire (out Into pieces leee than 1 cm. in 
length) in 50 »!• were added 75 ffll. of an ethereal solution 
oontalniiig 2.1^  g, (0.0935 aole) of triaiethyl-^ -broffiophenyl-
Bilan® • fhe reaction began in several Blnutee &b evidenced 
by an increasing turbidity of the r@aetion mixture. The 
remaining solution wa@ added at such s rate that the gentle 
reflux never stopped, (fhle control must be carefully 
laaintalned m ceiaation of reflux may entail the termination 
of the formation of the lithiua reagent. It is difficult 
to reeuiae the reaction once it has stopjjed.) The solution 
becanie pink, then red-brown during the addition. After 2 
hours reflux, there was obtained, only a 59^  yield of £-
triffiethylellylpfeenylllthlua as determined by the simple 
Rcld titration method. 
There was then added to the organollthlum reas'-ent at 
R. Fuche, unpublished etudles, Iowa State College. 
This compound wa® prepared by the reaction between phenyl-
trichlorotilane and -^trlaethylsilylphenylllthluffi. 
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0® a solution of .^55 g» (0.0150 mole) of n-dodecyltrl-
cM-oroBllane in 50 ml. ©f ether. Th® tenperature of the 
resultant solution was raised to reflux and maintained 
there for 18 hours, (fhe nitrogen supply ran out during 
the night. There was &n inert ataosphere for at least 8 
hour®.) 'Color Test I was negative at that tiae, Hydrolyeie 
•with 150 sal. of water resulted in pale-brown ether layer and 
a turbid, d@@p»brown aqueous layer. The organic fraction 
wm ®epftrat»a, dried, and distllxed. There remained a brown 
liquid. Tacuuii dietlllatlon of this material gave the 
following fractions; 
1, Colorlss® liquid, 1.2 g,, to,p. (o.l mm.) 
2, Triffiethyl-^ -teroaophenylsllane, ,^7 g., b.p, 
{0,05 »ffi,) 
There reiaained a considerable quantity of a highly-
Tiecous oil vhieh did not dlgtlll under these conditlone. 
Fraction Z had the eharacteristlc odor of the starting 
sll&ne and the iaae refractlT® index, 1,5280 at 20®. Total 
recoTery wa® 22^, Dietlllation of the high-boiling residue 
in a Hickman raoleoular still gave 6,3 g. of a pale-yellow 
oil boiling over the range 210-218^  at 0,005 mm. After two 
days there were ilgns of orystalliaatlon taking place in 
the oil. The entire aaee wag a "wet® eolid one month later. 
1 o fhe product aelted over the range 68-7^  • 
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llftttiotl B« fo a stirred Buspension of 0»38 g» (0.055 
g, atom) of lltMiim wire (cut into pieces of lege than 1 
e:ta. in length) In 50 ffll. of sther were added 15 drops of a 
soltatloE of 6.25 f. (0.025 mole) of n-d-odecylbroffilde in 25 
ml. of @th«r. k& BOOH as a turbidity developed in the eolu-
tiott, the tefflper&tur® of ths mlxttare was lowered to -20® by 
ae&ae of a Dry Ic@-ac®t©ite bath, fhe reisainder of the 
ethereal eolatloi). was added over & period of 30 minutes, 
fhe teiBper&tiir® was now raised to 0® and maintained, there 
for 2 houTi. fhe yield of -^dodecyllltMu®, ai deterroined 
by the double titration prootdmre was 85^ . 
fo this organometalllo reagent, at 0®, xere slowly 
Eddtd 75-ial. of ® beriEene eolution containing 11.4 g. 
(0.024 »ole) of ti'ls-(iB-trl»ethylellylphenyl)-Bilane, fhe 
reaction mixture w&g then, heated to the reflwj: tenpereture 
aiE!,d ®&intalned there for 24 homre^ . Color Teet I •»&€'. negative 
®.t that time. RydrolyslB with IS- »!• of water caused the 
evolution of e gas. The regiilt&nt ether frftctlon was sepa­
rated, dried and .distilled, fhere remained a llght-bro%m 
oil, fhie material beoaiae » %et" eolifl rcelting: over the 
range 68-?5°» 
All attempts to recrystallla© the product froia either 
Method 1 or B resulted in an oil %'hich could not be 
eolidifled. 
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Anal. O&lca,, for SI, 17,4. Found: Si, 
16.7, 16.9. 
frls-(.£-1rlitethjlgilyIpheiiy 1)->3-*ootadecylellane {attempted) 
fo 2,6 g. (0.3^  g, atom} of lithiiua wire (cut Into 
pleoee lese then 1 era. in lengtli) suepended In 150 ml, of 
ether were added lO «1. of an ethereal solution containing 
30,0 g* 10*131 mole) of trlffiethyl-^ -'broBiophenylsilana^ ''^ '. 
After th© reaction had begun, ae Indicated 'by an increasing 
turbidity of the itirred euBoenBion, the remaining 110 ml, 
of solution were added at a rate giiffioient to maintain 
gentle reflyx. 'fhe resultant pink-brown solution w&b 
etirred for 30 ffiintitee after completion of the addition. 
Analysis "by the simple aoid titration procedure gave a, 68^  
yield, fo th® organollthiu® reagent, at room temperature, 
wae then slowly added & eolution containing 11,^  g, (0,0297 
aole) of trlohloro-s-oetadecyleilan© in 75 nl. of ether, 
fhe color of the solution beoane gray-tan on completion of 
the addition. After* 6 hours of reflux, Color Test I wae 
found to be negatiire, Ther© was eorae reaction noted during 
hydrolyei© of the reaction mixture with 250 ml, of water, 
A solid, for»sd during th© addition of the triehloro-n-
oetscieeylsilane, was dleselTed fluring this procedure. The 
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ether layer wa® then sepsratedi dried and distilled. There 
remained a twrbid, yellow liquid. Vacuum distillation of 
the residue gave 7.3 g. (24.3^ ) of triaethyl-^ -bromophenyl-
eilan© and a highly viscous eeffii-solid. All attempta to 
induce erystalliiatlon of this aaee failed. Distillation 
in a Hickman molecular etill gave ,^2 g. of pale-yellow 
liquid boiling over the range 126-201® at 0.005 mm. This 
material nor the undietilled glaeslike residue could be 
further Identified. 
fris-Cj^ -brofliQphenyl )-'B.il&ne 
To a atirred suepeneion of ?.6 g. (0,31 g. atoia) of 
aagneeiuffl turnings in 100 ml. of ether were added 10 ml. of 
a solution of 72.5 g. (0.307 mol©) of -^dibromobenzene^ ® in 
250 ffll» of ether. After the reaction had begun, ae evidenced 
by an incres-sing turbidity of the reaction mixture, the re­
mainder of the solution was added at rate sufficient to 
Bialntain gentle reflux, fot&l addition tiae was 2 houre. 
Simple acid titration gave a 90^  yield. To the i^ brorao-
phenylinagnesiuHi bromide at room temperature were then added 
50 ml. of an ethereal solution containing 12.0 g. (0.089 
A, Zoellner, IJnpubliehed Ph.D. theele, Iowa Btate 
College Library, 1933. 
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B>.9le) of trlcMorosllaae, Thla solution was added <arop-''rle© 
because of tlis violent .reaction between the Qrlgnsrd agent 
and this gllane, Ifter oompletion of the addition, the 
fflixture irss refliissd for 1 hour. Color Test I was poeltive 
at that time* Hydrolysis was carried o«t with 150 bbI. of 
3 H hydroehloric aeld oooled to 0®» The ether layer was 
then ©ep&ratsfi, drie.l and distilled. There remained & 
highly-vlecoui, tan oil which did not crystalllEe on treat-
sent with 95^  ethanol. This solvent %?-aB die tilled and the 
residut vaemiii distilled, ffoere Eiiblimed in the apparatue 
6.6 g:. of & white eollcl ideatiflad ae j)-dibroraobenzene by 
the iiethod of mixed aelting points. This? %rae a 9.1}^  re­
covery, Th® reiiainlng liquid ms then dletilled over the 
range 175-192® at 0.02 ffi®. Thl® product becaiae & eeml-
fiolid on sstending. Treatment •fe'lth hot, 95% ethanol left a 
eaall quantity of an iroiniecible oil. The solvent vms sepa­
rated. end cooled, fhere wae precipitated 6.5 g. 
of %»hlte needles melting et 107-108°. frea..tment of this 
prodwet with acueous-alcoholic potaselum hydroxide evolved 
a gm (Hg) indicating the preeence of silicon-hydrogen bond^  ^
The email quantity of oil not further identified. 
,Anal. Galed, for 5*61. Found: Ei, 
5.55, 5.51* 
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f'rle->( trlpfcteni-lgerByl )»ellane 
lun I. Into 250 al. of snhyaroue ammonia (at -^ 5 to 
-55°) was placed 10.0 g. (0,0165 raole ) of hexepbenyldlgennane. 
fo this stirred eu®p©nglon was added 0,76 g. (0.033 g. atom) 
of eodluiB aetal cut into email pieces^ ?'. As the eodlura 
dropped into the iolvent, an intense blue color developed. 
After several minutes, the color changed to yellow. The 
reaction mixture wae yellow after all the eodium metal had 
been added, The Dry Ice-acetone bath was removed and the 
amaionla allowed to evaporate. The residue was then heated 
(80-100®) and & vacuum punp attached to the system. The 
pu»p was run for 15 minutes at that temperature. The color 
of the remaining solid became a light-gray. There were 
then added 200 ml. of ether. To the stirre(3 Buepension were 
added 25 hi1» of an ethereal solution containing 3,B g, (0.03 
48 
mole) of triehlorosilane . Considerable heat developed 
during the addition. The mixture was refluxed overnight. 
Then the ether was dletllled. The dark-gray residue was 
treated alternately %fith benzene and water. There was a 
A. frauB and L, S. Foster,  ^Am. Chem. Soc.. 9^. 
457 (1927) .  
^®J. G. Millijyan and C. A. Iraue, ibid.. £2, 5297 
(1950). 
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solid suepeMed between the resulting two liquid layers, 
fh® solid w&e separated, and alr-drled, fhere wae recovered 
5*7 g« i57%) of hexftphenyldlgeraane. The benxene layer vr&B 
separated, dried and distilled. The residue was a email 
quantity of eolld which did not melt up to 500®, None of 
the desired product we obtained. 
Run 11. fh© quantities of all aaterials used were the 
eaiae a® those of Run I. The modification In technique was 
that all contact of the reaction alscture with the atmoBphere 
was scrupulously avoided. The sodiuii metal, cut Into 20 
plecei under an Inert golvent, was attached to the reaction 
flaek by m@&nB of a short piece of (Jooch rubber tubing. 
The addition of the aetal me thus made In the nitrogen 
atffioephere present over the reaction aixture. The ammonia 
wai alloved to evaporate by having the end of an outlet 
tube under the Burface of an. inert solvent. The last traces 
of the afflffionia were evaporated under nitrogen. The stirrer 
was removed before the vacuta pump step of the procedure 
and the lyste® brouffht to atmospheric pressure with nitro­
gen after t.he pump was stopped. 
There was recovered g. (24^ ) of hexaphenyldigermane 
sugpendea. between the two liquid layers. Separstion, drying 
and distillation of the benzene layer gave 3*1- §• oi* solid 
melting over the range 162-190®. This product was recrye-
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tallized froii a alxtwre of ethyl acetate and petroleum 
ether (b.p, 60-70°)« There was isolated, 1.8 g. of desired 
eoopound melting at 188-189° CsIeM -ffiodificfttlon), Con-
Gtntr&tion of the recryBtalllsing solvent afforded 0,8 g. 
of trl8*(trlphenylgermyl)-silane melting at 171-172° (beta-
®odlflcation)« The infrared spectra of these ifewo 
are identical. The total yield was 10^ . 
• frie-Ctriphenylgergayl)-triphen.ylpluffibyl8ilane (attempted) 
Into the uiual apparstue were placed 1.71 g. (0,00179 
mole) of trls-(triphenylgermyl)-Bllane, 0.123 g. (0.00179 
g. atoffl) of llthiu® wire (cut into pieces less than 0.5 cm. 
in length) .and 50 «1. of anhydrous ©thylamine. The solution 
vm stirred &t 0® until all the metal had reacted and a 
turbid, yellow solution reiBained. The reaction mixture was 
allowed to corae to room teraperature and the solvent evapo­
rated under nitrogen, A total of 50 »!• of ether was added 
during the removal of the ethylamine. There was then added 
a solution of 0.55 g. (0.00179 mole) of triphenyllead 
chlorid®^^  in $0 al. of benzene. The color of the reaction 
liixture changed froa yellow to a deep-green during this 
^^ Kindly furnished by Dr. T. C. ¥u. 
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addition. After 8 hours stirring at room temperature, there 
was noted the dtposltion of & black Bolld, The color of 
the solution was then amber, fhe mixture was hydrolyzed 
with 100 ml, of water, fhe 'black solid was filtered off 
and found to b© Inorganic Material tPb). fhe ether-benzene 
fraction wae separated, dried and dietilled. fhere remained 
a solid and a saall quantity of oil. The solid, 0.97 g* 
i57%)t wae identified by the method of mixed aelting points 
ae tri8-(triphenylgerffiylj-silane. fhe oil could not be 
crystalllised nor further identified. 
TriS'-C triphenylgermyl )-triphenyl8t&nnylsil&ne 
fo 50 rol. of anhydrous ethylamlne at 0® were added 
1.71 g. (0,00179 mole) of trls-{triphenylger»yl)-0ilane and 
0.123 g. C0.00179 g. atom) of lithium wire cut into pieces 
lee® than 0.5 cu, in length, the iolutlon wag stirred at 
that temperature until all the metal had reacted and a 
turbid, yellow eolution remained, fhe solvent v&b then 
allowed to evaporate at room temperature under nitrogen. 
An equal voluae of ether was adfiefi during the ethylamlne 
©Taporation, To the resultant guepenslon cooled to 0°, 
were added 50 ml* of & beniene eolution containing 1.04- g. 
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(0*0017? mole) of trlphenyltln oM.orlde^ '^ , The mixture was 
stirred oTernight, Hydrolyeig of the pale-yellow BuepenBlon 
with 100 «1, of water resulted in tw, colorless layers. 
The organio laysr was stparated, dried and distilled. There 
reaained a solid atltiag over the range 197-260® dec. and 
poegeseiiig aa aBine-like odor, fhis product was recrystal-
lized from a sixtur® of chloroform and petroleuro ether {b.p. 
60-7Q®)« There wsj ieolfeted 0.36 g, of a white powder 
melting at dec. Concentration of the recrystal-
lixing solvent gave 0,7^  g, of a tan solid melting over the 
range l40-340' dec. Further treatment of this aaterial did 
not narro-fef the melting rai^ e. The yield of product melting 
at 3^ 0*3^ 2® dec. wae 15»5^ » It gave qualitative teste for 
both tin^  ^ and gilicon-gerteniiim^^ . 
An&X. Calod. for Kixed oxides, 28,3; 
Sn-^ ,^ 9.2, Found; Mixed oxides, 28.7, 28.5; Sn, 9,0. 
•5®Iindly furnished hy L, A, &iet, Jr. 
G-ilaan and f • S, doreau, Org. Chem.. 17. 1^ 70 
(1952). 
#llffl&n, 1, I, Inghaa and R, D. Goreioh,  ^i\m. 
^Mm, 21, 918 (195^ ). 
E. Caley and M, Q-. Burford, Ind. Eng. Chem.. 
.Anal. Sd.. 8. 114 (1936), 
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Organodlsllaneg 
PentsBfafnylethoxydjLall&Be 
fo 2Q»0 g, C0»435 ®0l®) of steolnte ethanol'^  ^ was 
adtea slowlj and with stirring 2«0 g, (0.00^ 1-2 nsole) of 
pentapfienylchlopodlsilan©^^ . The mixture wae refluxed. with 
stirring m a water bath for one hour. At no tl»e did COBJ-
plete solution take place. After cooling the reaction Mix­
ture, whieh %rae aeld to litnue, a solid aeterial vaa filtered 
off. fh#r® was obtained 1.84 g. of a whit® powder melting 
OTer the range 207-211^ . On standing there -was separated 
from th© fflother liquors 9.15 g« of material aeltlng over 
the range 207-210®. fw© reeryetalllzatione of the combined 
solids froffl petroleum #ther (b.p. 60-70®) g)&ve 1.70 (83.3^ ) 
©f pro'duet aalting at 210,5-212®, 
In&l. Cale-d. for C^ gH^ QO'Slg.- Si, 11.50. Pound: Si, 
11.35, 11.58. 
S^xeess of alcohol was used a® solvent in all caeee. 
A product of high purity was obtained by this procedure. 
55}i, 6-iliian, f. C. ¥u, H. 1. Martzfeld, &. A. Guter, 
A. Smith, J'. J. Goodman and S. H. Blidt, Am. Cheta. 
Boo.. 2^ , 561 (1952). 
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p @ nt&Diae ay Ibe asy loxy <3.1 e 11 
f© 20,0 §• {0.185 iBole) of benzyl &l.eohol^  was added 
slowly s-M with stirring 2.0 g, (0.00#2 mole) of penta-
ph«ayleMor0disilane» fhe mixture was heated and complete 
solution reeulttd «t 85'*90^ . Tfcte reaction mixture wae then 
heated to 135® and allowed to cool slowly. There w»e fil­
tered off 1.40 g, Qf white crystals Bseltlng over the range 
16^ -16?An ftdJltioaal 0.25 of crystals melting over 
the range 168-171® separated from the mother liquors, 
two reeryet&llizatlone of the combined eolide from petroleum 
ether (h.p. 60-70®) yl@lded 1.35 of oryetals 
aeltlfig at 1?0-171.5®, 
An&l. Galcd. for Gy^ Ej2^ ^^ 2* 3.0,20. Found: Si, 
10.20, 10.31. 
le&ctlon of eeeondary or -^Mtyl alcohol with penta-
phenylehlerodieilsne gave no allcoxydieilane derivative. 
Sine# tht fflolar <|mntity of organoelllcon compound is so 
small, & minute aaount of moictur© in the reagents could 
"be responsible for the product Isolated, pent&phenyl-
5@ hydroxydisllane. Special drying techniques applied to 
the reagents productd no desirsd derivative. 
F. Fieser, •*ixperliaent® in Ora-anlo Chemi6tr.y", 
2nd ed,, D, G, leath Co., Bo©ton, Waes., 19^ 1, pt>. 358-359. 
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PeEtfep.heRyltarArQxy.dl0llaate ,(attent-pted.) 
To 2.0 g, {0.00^ 2 oole) ©f pentaphenylchlorodleilane^  ^
was afided 9,5 ffll. of $% ©thanollc (95^ ) potaeslm hydroxide, 
fht slxttire wae refluxed oTer a w&t#r hath for  ^ houre. 
More of th@ alcoholic hydroxide vas added until th® total 
Toluffi© was 120 111, and couplet© solution resulted. After 
ooollng, the tolutlon was evaporated to dryness. A white, 
solid residue wag ©xtraeted several tifflee with hot petroleum 
ether (b.p. 66-70®). '^he remaining material wae water and 
®th@.r extracted. The ether layer was dried, distilled and 
the residue recrystallized from petroleum ether (b.p. 60-
70®). Froa the f.lr6t petroleum ether e.xtract there was 
finally isolated 0,80 g. (§0} of material melting at 142.5-
144-®, Tfaie solid was Identified ae triphenyleHanoi by a 
mixed ffieltlng point. Fro® the ether extract there was 
f.in.all.y o.btain#d 0,20 g, (8,9^ ) of-shiny crystals melting 
at 220-222®. fhle product wais identified ae hexaphenyldl-
eiloxane by a mixed iieltlng point, 
fhe reaction using 1^  ethanolic (9S^ ) potassium 
hydroxide was carried out ,ln the saae manner. The same 
products were isolated and in similar yield®. 
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.P@ ntaplif nyl tiydroxydl s llane 
fo 20»0 ffll* of dloxane was added 2,0 g. (0.0042 mole) 
of pentapfeenylehl^ orodlellane^ .^ On gentle warming the eolld 
dlssolvtd. Then 10.0 g. (0-,5® aole) of distilled water wae 
&dd#d« The lolution was rsfltaxed for 5 hours and allowed 
to eool. fhert was filtered off 1,81 g. of Bollds melting 
over the range 111,5-115^ » h^e material wae recry©tall1zed 
three tlaei from petroleu® ether (b.p. 60-70®), The first 
yield of product was 1.62 g» melting at 134-134,5°. 
in infrared ipeetrogram showed a strong absorption band for 
the fcgrdroxyl group. 
Anal, Calod. for C30M2gOSl2; Si, 12,1?,' active H, 
1,00. Found? Si, 12,15, 12.30; active H, 1.06, 1.08 
(Zertwitinoff). 
Attempt® to prepare the sym-bit-Ctriphenylsllyl)-
tetr&phenyldl8llo»ne proved ungucceseful. Using penta-
phenylhydroxydiiilane and foraic acid (98-100^ )^ "^ , there 
wae obtained a 5®  ^ recovery of the etarting material. From 
the reaotioa of the ©odiii® ealt of pentaphenylhydroxydlsilane 
and pentaphenylchlorodlellane, a glase-llke substance which 
hafi thus far resisted ©ryetallltation wae the only product 
l8ols.ted* 
W. Melvln, Jr., Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Iowa 
State College Library, 195^ » 
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P®ntagtienyldl® lifeline 
In a dry, ttoree-aeeked flask fitted with frubore glass 
stirrer, gas inlet tube, and a glass stopper were placed 
5*0 g. Co.oil ffiole) of pentaphenylcKLorodisilane'^  ^ and 100 
III, of anhydrous ether. After the silicon eompound had 
dieeolved, there wa® added 4.0 g. (0,11 mole) of lithium 
aluainum hydride. The aiixtur® iras brought to refliix and 
kept there with constant stirring and under dry nitrogen 
for 18 hour®. The excess llthluii aluminua hydride wae 
elowly deitroytd with water and the reaction mixture acidi­
fied with 3i l^ droehloric acid. The ether and water layers 
were ieparated, After the water layer had been extracted 
with ether esireral times, the coabined ether fractione were 
dried and the solvent distilled, fhe whit© residue weighed 
2,01 g, Seireral re crystallization® fro® a aixture of 95% 
©thanol and benaene gave 1,22 g. of shiny, flaky crystale 
with a melting point of 128-129®, The mother liquors gave 
an additional 0,25 f. of this material, fhe total yield of 
pentaphenyldlsilan# was I.50 g» C32,3I^ )* A gillcon-hydrogen 
bond was present In the infrared gpeotrogram for this com­
pound. 
Anal, Cftlod, for Gj0f^ gSi2: Si, 12,67, Found: Si, 
12.50, 12,60, 
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Htx.aph@ayldigila.Re 
Method A« To 0.27 g". (0,00061 mole) of pentaphenyl-
disil&ne in 20 lal, of anhydrous ether was added 2.5 rol. 
(0,0021 mole) of phenyllithiiffli, Th© mixttire was etirred 
nMtr dry nitrogen with a magnetic stirrer. Within 5 
oinutes, a ailky eolation resulted. After the eolution was 
stirred, and refluxed •under dry nitrogen for 4 hours, a white 
precipitate fettled out. As the reaction mixture vae hydro-
lyzed with distilled water, a gas was evolved. The solid 
was now suspended between the ether and water layers. The 
material was filtered off and dried, fhere was obtained 
0,306 g. (9?»8^) of white powder aelting at 361-363°. This 
was identified by a mixed melting point as hexaphenyldiei-
l&n®, 
Method B. fo 0,50 g, (0,0010 mole) of pentaphenyl-
©thoxydiBilane in 25 ail. of a benzene-ether (1:1) solution 
was qulekly added 2 ml» (0,0017 ®ol@) of phenylllthiuffl. 
The solution wae aagnetieally stirred. The reaction Dsixture 
took on a nilky-white appearance in 15 alnutee. After 1 
hour, the suspended Bolids were filtered off, washed with 
petroleum ether (b.p. 60-70®), and air-dried, fhere was 
obtained 0,44 g. (83^ ') of material melting at 361-363'^ * 
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This prodtiot w&B identified, as bexaphsnyldisllane by a 
mixed laeltlag point, 
Organogermaniua Compounds 
Ti*iphfen.,Tl'-^ «'Penteaylgerciane 
fo a Btirred suepeneion of 7,3 g. (0.30 g, atom) of 
magnesiuiii turnlngB in 15 al. of ether wae added a solution 
of 7.^5 g- (0,050 fsole) of l-brofflo-^-pentene^® in 30 ®1, of 
ether. The reaction "began limediately as evidenced by a 
refluxing of the suepenilon. After 1 hour of additional 
refluxlng, there wai obtained a 7^% yield of the S-rignard 
reagent a® determined by & ©iople acid titration. To this 
^-pentenylBiagnesiuffi bromide solution were then added 60 ml. 
of a iBixture of benzene and ether (1:1) eontainlng a suepen-
gion of 1^ ,2 g, {0,037 ffiole) of triphenylbromogerraane, 
fhere was coaplete solution after the oompletlon of the 
addition. Color Test I was found to be positive at that 
time, Hydrolyels with 100 ml, of 3 M hydrochloric aoid 
resulted: in two, colorless layers. The organic fraction 
ftilffian and J. H, MoGlumphy, Bull, soc. chim, 
France, I325 <1928), 
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wag separated, irltd and distilled. There remRlned a solid 
and a liquid. The solid w&e separated and recrystalllzed 
froa 95^  etfeanol. There was recovered §,1 g. (36^ ) of trl-
pheaylferoffisgeraaiie. fh© oil wa® treated with boiling 95% 
©thsnol. On eoollng, there precipitated 7.2 g. of "wet** 
iolld atltlng over the range 35-38®. fhls material, on 
v&euum dlitlllatlon, gave 6.8 g, of liquid boiling over the 
range 189-192® at 0.32 am. fh@ product eolidlfled to give 
a white solid malting at 37-38*^ * The yield of triphenyl-
-^pantenylgerfflane was 77.9^ . 
Anal. Calcd. for J 19.5* Found: Ge, 
19.3, 19.i. 
l-Trlphenylgermyl-S-trlpiienylellylpentane 
Into the uiusl experiaental apparatus were placed 5.0 
g, (0.013 fflole) of trlphenyl-4-.p@ntenylgermane, 26.0 g. 
(0.10 mole) of trlph@nylgilan@, G.30 g. (0,0013 mole) of 
benzoyl peroxide «.nd 25 »1. of heptane. The mixture was 
heated to 85-90® and aalntalned with conet&nt stirring at 
«o 
that temperature for 20 hours . fhe resultant solution 
W. G«row, unpubllehed studies, Iowa State College. 
D, &orslch, unpublished studies, Iowa State College. 
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wae a palt-amtotr color. The heptane solvent wae dletllled 
at room teaperature, facuum fllstillation of the remaining 
oil gave 21»2 g. of material boiling: over the range 123-
o 131 at O.O i^- ma. ant a small quantity of a, highly-vie ecus 
oil. The distilled material Bolidified on standing and was 
identified by mixed melting point m triphenylsllan#. The 
r©eov©ry wsi 8i.5^ » fre&tiaent of the reeidual oil >-ith hot 
950 tth&nol resulted in a tan golid melting over the range 
lOe-llS*^ * Several recrystBllizatlon® of this product fro® 
a aixtyre of 95^  ethanol anfi ethyl acetate afforded 2,4 g, 
C 27.3^ 5 of aesired coaipound aelting &t 137-138®, 
illsLc. Caled. for Cj5,,2H|j,QG@Si: Mix«d oxides, 18,9. 
Fotmdi Mixed oxides, 18,7, 18,9. 
fetralcia-Cirtoroiiophenyll-^ geraan® (attempted) 
lurt I. fo & stirred ®uspen®ion of 10,3 g, (0,425 
g, atoffl) of aafntsiua turnings in $0 al. of ether were added 
10 al, of a iolution eontalning 100 g. (0,424 mole) of £-
4© dihroiiobeiiztnt in 3Q0 ul, of ether, After the reaction 
began, as evidenced by an Incre&Bing turbidity of the re­
action Eixtttre., the reaalnder of the aoltition was added at 
a rate sufficient to aalntain gentle reflux. Total addition 
tla® was 2 hours# Analyiie by the gifflple acid titration 
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aetiiod gare sn 8^  ^ yleld» fo the G-rlgnard reagent wag then 
added a solution of 18,3 g. (0,085 aole) of germanium tetra-
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chloride in 50 »!• ©f tolusne , During this addition the 
teii|>®ratur® of the rtaotion mixture wa® maintained at re­
flux. fh© ether solvent (fro® the preparation of £-"broiao-
phenylma^ neeluffi toroaide) w&e distilled (under nitrogen) and 
replaced "fey toluene. Color fe®t I was found to be positive 
after 3 aore hours of reflu3?:, fhe hydrolysis was carried 
out with 250 ®1« of 3 H hydrochloric aoid. A yellow eolid, 
fiuspended between the aqueous and organic layers, was 
separated and air-dried.. All attempte to re crystallize 
this highly-Ingoluble material failed. The solid, 23.1 g., 
softened at about 255^ » but failed to melt by 500®, This 
a&terlal left a reeldue from the Ignition of a small sample 
in the Biinsen burner. It was not further identified. 
The toluene layer was separated, dried and distilled. 
There remained & tan oil. faeuuia distillation of this 
product caused the eublination of 12,2 g, of j-dibromoben-
sene. The recoTery wae 12.2^ , fhe residue in the distilla­
tion flask wag too small to be dietilled, 
BaaJS. to 0, 29? aole of n-butylllthiuB! in 310 ml. of 
ether at -15® was slowly added a ©olution of 70,8 g, (0,30 
mole) of -^dlbroaobenzene in 350 ffll. of ether. Color Test 
II was negative on e©»pl®tlon of the addition. The 
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teffii>@rat«r® of the solution was raised to the 'boiling point 
s.nd th© «th®p solvent distilled. Toluene was added, to re­
place the ether. When all of the low-tooiling Eolvent w&e 
.replaoecl, a simple acid titration was carried out. There 
was obtained »ii 18^ yield, fhe geraaniuffi tetrachloride 
solution WAS not added. 
Run III, fhere wae prepared O.377 mole of £-bronio-
phenylffi&gntsium in 350 ffll. of ether by the procedure given 
in Run I. fhe ether was then distilled and replaced by 
toluene. Simple acid titration showed no significant 
change in the yield, fhere were then added ^0 ml. of a 
toluene solution containing 16.1 g. (0.075 mole) of ger-
aaniua tetrachloride. Considerable heat developed during 
the addition, fhe reroalnder of this experiment was carried 
out by the technlquei of Run I, The result®, also, were 
similar, ion# of the deeired product ms ieolated. 
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Tabl© 1 
fhermal ©tatelllty tests^® on eyntheglzed compounde 
Compound M.P, Obeervatlons 
1. Dipiienyl-blg-C^-
phtnoxypJaenyl) -
silane 
2. Phenyl-tris-(o-
p h@ noxyp he ny iT-
sllan© 
3. f©tra.kie-(j)-
pfeenoxyphenyl )• 
sllane 
4, fris-(B-phenoxy-
ph@ ny17-n-doa© ©yl-
sllan.® 
5. Tplph©iiyl-j-trl-
fluorosaetl^l-
ph© ay 18 llane® 2 
162-163 
1^9-150 
20s 
llq. 
(pal€-
yellow) 
100-101 
Slight volatility at 
^00-410°. Increasing 
volatility, pale amber 
at 475-480®. Complete 
volatility about 505-
510®. 
Light aiaber about 460°. 
Slight volatility about 
500°, Boiling "Doint at 
530-533 I no further 
diseoloration. 
Melted to a pale-yellow 
liquid. Slight voletil-
ity about 500®, Vapori­
zation teiaperature 550-
560® with noticeable 
darkening. 
Microbubblee fro® 405®. 
Slight volatilization 
about 418-420®. Boiling 
point around 423-425® 
with no further dis­
coloration. 
Very slight volatility 
at 245-250®, increasing 
graduflly around 375-
380®. Some refluxing at 
385-390®. Total volatil­
ity at 400-405®, very 
pale-amber color. 
Qil&an, A, &. Brook and L. S. Miller, ibid.. 
3757 (1953)* ?h© eaiaple wag prepared by L. S. Millar. 
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fable 1 (Continued) 
Conpound M,P, Observations 
6. Dlpii©nyl-bis- (»-
t rIfluo ro»e t .feyl-
phe n jl)-«llane 
7, Phenyl-1Pis-C^-
tflfluoroDiethjl-
phenyll-sllane 
8. fetrakie-Cs-tri-
fluoi»©m©tJhylphenyl )-
illan# 
9, Trlphenyl-jg-tolyl-
ellane 
10, Diph®nyl-bl8-'Cj;-
toiyD-silans 
96-9? slight volatility at 
250 I increasing slightly 
about 320-3^0®. Consider­
able refluxing at 360®• 
fotal volatility about 
375-3800 with a pale-
saber color. 
80-81 Microbubblee around 330®. 
Considerable volatility 
at 365®. Coraplete reflux 
at 370-37^° with a psle-
aaber color, 
102-103 Miorobubbleg and slight 
volatility at about 3^5-
350°, Considerable re-
fluxing around 360®, be­
coming pale amber. I'otal 
volatility at 362®, no 
further discoloration. 
I50-15I "Very, very slight volatil­
ity around 300-310®. 
Pale-amber color at 375-
380®. Color deepen8 at 
395-^00®. Microbubbles 
noted from ^15°. Complete 
vaporization around ^30®. 
119-120 Very pale amber and slight 
volatility about 315-325®* 
Steadily increaeing reflux 
froffl 375-^10®. Color dark­
ening and microbubbles 
from ^22-^30®. Coffipletely 
volatility at 435® with a 
deep-ajBiber color. 
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faWLe 1 (Continued) 
Compound «,,P. ObserTatlone 
11, Fiienyl-tris-Cj 
tolyl)-6il&n® 
12, fetrakle- (1-
tolyl)--iilsiie 
1,3» Triphenyl-f-
fluorenylillaae 
14, Blplieiiyl-bt®-' 
{9-flu.or®nyl)-
ell an® 
15» Plienyl-tris-
{9-fluoreRyl)-
sllane 
128-129 Slight volatility around 
310-320®, Pale amber at 
360®, Mierobubblee con­
tinuing from 380®, COIB-
i>lete vaporization about 
420-^25®, 
I50-I51 Some volatility around 
295-300°. Microbubbles 
from 330®. Pale yellow 
and increased volatility 
about 375-330®, CotH-
Eletely vaporized at 435-38® witb a deep-amber 
color, 
183-184 Microbubble® above 280®, 
Pale yellow at 440® vith 
gome volatilization, 
Kesidue dark red by 480® 
and boiling point around 
500®. 
270-271 Orange at 300-305°. wine 
red % 330-333®.o 
bubblee from 420 , Con­
siderable refluxing at 
440®, Deep red at 455-
465® noticeable 
deeoraposition. 
333-334 Melted to give a red liq­
uid. Mierobubbleg from 
340-360®, Slight volatil­
ity around 350-355®. Con-
siderabl© darkening and 
refluxing at 390®. Com­
plete vaporization and 
BOiie decorapoeition about 
410-420®, 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
GoropomM M.P. Obeerratlons 
16. Tria®th3fl-2- liQ, 
Mptenylyleilan® 
17» Pfe«riyl-trle-(jg,- 189-191 
trlfflethylellyl-
pfeeiiyl)-silane 
18. Ble-.{£,i^»-ti'l- liq. 
methyltllyl)-
clipheai'l &tlmr 
19. Bis-{£.^»-tyl- 306-30? 
ptoiiiylgllyl)-
aipiienyl ether 
20, Trl»-(^-triflttoro-
nietii|-lpheiiyl)-
illane 
llq. 
21. Tris-Cfi-teoB©- 107-108 
phenylT-s ilane 
Mlcrobubbles noted about 
260-265°• Boiling point 
ayound 270-272® with no 
discoloration. 
MicrobiAbblee noted at 
365-370® with very slight 
volatility. Completely 
refluxing at ^75-^80° 
with a pale-yellov color. 
Microbwbbles from 355-
360®. Coropletely refluxing 
at 372-373®. 
Miorobubblee from 480-
485°. Slight volatility 
around 500®i pale-yellow 
color. Completely re-
fluxing at about 557-
560°. 
Slight volatility at 155-
160". Miorobubblee from 
255®* Considerable re-
fluxing 275-280°. Boiling 
point about 322-325°» no 
discoloration. 
Mierobubbles frora 355°» 
Slight volatility about 
375-380 . Pale amber 
around 390-395°* Increas­
ing volatility and becom­
ing deep-amber at 415-
420®. Complete volatility 
at 454-456° with coneider-
abl© decomposition. 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
GoBpottiKl M,;p, Observations 
ZZ, 1-Tripheayl-
germyl-S-trl-
pbenylsllyl-
pentane 
137-138 
23. Triplienyl-^-
pent enylger»an« 
2^!-, Trls- {trii?henyl-
gerayl)-®llan# 
25. frie-Ctrlphenyl-
gtrayl)-slla!ie 
26. fris-(£->trim©thy 1-
s llylpiieny 1 )-i|-
dodecyleilan®"" 
37-38 
171-172 
Cbeta-
Eodlfica­
tion) 
188-189 
(alpha-
fflodifi-
e&tion) 
.6S-7# 
(pale-
yellow^) 
Mlerobubble® from 360°. 
Slight volatility about 
380-385 » Pale-yellow 
around 410-415®. Cone id-
erable volstllity at 425-
430®. Couplet® volatili­
zation at 435-437® with a 
deep-amber color. 
Slight volatility around 
270-275°. Miorobubbles 
froBS 295-300°, Consider­
able volatility at 355-
360®, Boiling- at 382-
384®, pale yellow color. 
Mierobubblee from 347-350® 
becoming pale yellow. 
Considerable volatility 
around 400-405®. Complete 
volatility at 4l2-4l4o 
with no further color 
change. 
Microbubblee from 285-290®. 
Pale-yellow color at 360-
362®. Some volatility 
around 387-390®, turning 
amber. Completely vola­
tilized at 410-412®, 
Microbubblee around 277-
280®, Some volatility 
around 345-350®# becoming 
pale amber. Complete vola­
tilization at 390-392° 
without further decomposi­
tion. 
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DISCUSSION 
fheoretlcel Consideration of Bond. iSnergy and Bond 
Dieeoelatlon Energy MeasurenientB 
A oeaeure of the theriisl stability of an organic moiety 
in an organoaetallic aoleoule is the energy required to 
"break Its earfeon-netal bond, fhle quantity of energy is 
defined as the toond dissociation energy, fher® Is in gen­
eral uee, however, the ttr® "bond energy" which can be 
related to, but is not neeeeiarlly identical with the bond 
dlseoolfttion energy®^* Since both terroe had a comffion be­
ginning, there has been considerable confusion resulting 
from their non-critical, interchangeable use. 
glj, 
Fajani , who introduced the concept of bond energy, 
ais«ffled that the amount of energy neceeiary for breaking 
any particular bond was "a constant ®&gnltwde, character­
istic for each type of bond, and independent of the environ­
ment of the bond within the snoleculeIt followed, 
therefor®, that the heat of atomlzation of a molecule be 
Glockler, Ann. Rev, of Phya. Gheia*. 151 (1952). 
^K. Fajans. Ber.. (1920); iS, 2826 (1922). 
®5m. Szwarc and M. d, Ev&ne, Chem. Phys.. 18. 618 
(1950), 
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an additive property corresponding to the sum of all the 
indlTidual bond energies^ fher© was then evolved from the 
theoretieal eqmatlons derived from this hypothesle a eystem 
of bond energies calculated from the heatg of combustion of 
org».nlo aoleoul©B. 
Further development of this idea by Pauling^® showed 
definitely that the useufflption of constant value® for bond-
energies, regardlegfi of all other organic groups present, 
w&s not acc#ptaM®, Concurrent with his mrk, eeveral ex-
perl!i®ntal aethods®^ were devised which made it poeeible 
to ealeulate bond dieeociation energies. It was then 
quiclcly recognized that bond energy and the diseociation 
energy of a bond did not have the saa© value, 
Sgware defines the dissociation energy of the bond 
in molecule (or radical) M ag the "heat required to de-
coapoee M into the fragnents X and t (atoms, radicals or 
molecules) by rupture of only the X-X bond. 
1 s X + I « D(X-t) fecal./roole 
Pauling, "fhe Mature of the Chemical Bond", 
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, H. Y., 19^4-0. 
SEwarc, Ofae.iB... Reve.,.. 75 (1950). 
fhs oaloulatione lauet be made for the states of M, X a.nd Y 
in the gaeeoiie ph&ee &t zero preseure and 0® K. If theee 
conditionB are mt, there are then calculated unamMgiioue 
Tallies for the IsoBid d3.B80:Ciat.t0R energy, D. It Is also 
it&t©d that the path followed for the cleavage does not 
aff#ct the mime found for the ©ndotheriBiclty of the 
reactloR* 
The contcept of hond energy cannot be stated in ae 
gi«ple a, manner. It depends critically on the value of the 
heat of atdffiiE&tlon of the particles involved. There 1r, 
at this time, no eoiaaonly accepted figure for thie value 
for carbon, Sprlng&ll define® the heat of atoniization as 
the "enthalpy ohang® (aH) present in the trane format ion of 
1 g, atom of carbon (graphite form) to the free ground, state 
(3p) atomsThe gyabol L represents the latent heat of 
sublifflatlon for the graphite transforttation at 0® K. This 
energy tern l8 cilreetly Involved in all appllcetione of 
molecular structural ideas to thermochemlcftl data, in organic 
cheiiiietry* A great nwaber of experiments, mainly from 
epeetroecoplc date, (egpeclally for carbon monoxide) and 
therasodynamic fi.nd kinetic data, have resulted in several 
values for the h Qt carbon. Thece *ere all accurately 
D. Sprlngall, Research. 260 (1950). 
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determined and Mve reliable Investigators as proponents 
for eaeh. f&luts are 170.^, 1^1.2, 136,1 and 125.0 kcal./g, 
atow. Sinee an unequivocal eveluatlon has not yet "been ob­
tained, there muBt to© a laeaemre of doubt aesoclated with all 
bond, energy caleialations. 
There is likewise coneidersble controverey about the 
value for fiilleon. The figure used by Pauling was obtained 
gq K 
by a doubtful direot raeaiurement . Oilman and Dunn*'^ use 
8„ number twice that calculated for the diesociation energy 
of the Billeon-silioon bond from the thermal deooinpoBition 
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of dleil&ne , 
The uee of these various L values forbia® the direct 
comparison ©f many published date even for obtaining dif­
ferences in orders of Magnitude for theee energies. Another 
problem involves the final state of the particles in the 
atoffiizatlon prooesi. In the diseociation energy case, there 
le an increase fro® on© to two particles on which the final 
gtete aeaeurement auit be aiad®. In a polyatomic molecule 
of even ooaparatlve sliBplielty, the meaBurement problems at 
complete atonliatlon are apparent. More difficultlee and 
R. Bleiiowikl and F. D. Roeelni, "fhe fhermochem-
Istry of the Cheaiic&l Substance® B^elnhold Publiehing 
Corp.* Mew Xork, N. I., (1936). 
''®1, A, Skinner, I'rane. Faraday Soc.. 6^5 (19^5). 
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ambigwltl®® ai*e ©ncotJiitered when the attempt ie made to 
ill tribute th© hsat of atomiisation between the varioue bonds 
in the laolecule# Ooapounde with on© type of bond, such as 
CI%, are easily handled, with the total bond energy being 
four tines that of one G-'M. linkage. Much reiiialne to be 
ion© with aoleeules ©ontaining sereipal types of bonds. From 
the above etateaents, it e&n be seen that both amblguouB 
deflnitione and uncertain phygleal constants contribute to 
th© slow progres® of theoretical and practical evaluations 
in the field of thepnel itablllty.. 
Helm and Maok"^^, from a kinetic study of the thermal 
deconposltlon of tetramethylsllane, have calculated a. value 
of 78.8 kcal./iBole for the energy required to break the 
firat eilieon-TOthyl bond. In an extension of these studiee, 
Waring'^^ detemlngd the dissociation energy for the firet 
carbon-«ilieon bonds in tstraethyl- and tetra-n-propylsllane. 
file value £ found were 50.5 and 46 kcal./mole respectively, 
fhe author points out that he ie uncertain as to whether 
to attribute this difference to the negative Influence of 
the additional methyl group, or to slight variation in the 
two reaction ffieohanlgiBe, He postulates the following 
F. Helm and E. J. Mack, Jj, Ma. Soc... 60 
(1937)» 
E. Waring, Trans. Fare.d&i goc,. 36. 11^2 (19^0). 
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ffleehaniim for tetraethylsllane from kinetic data and 
chemleal ftnalyei® of the products J 
Priiiary proo#®® Bi(C2M^)fy z Si + ^G2H5 , 
or SlCC2H5)i^ = 81(0215)3 -f- C2H5 (elmr), 
81(0215)3 r Si -h 3C2H5 . 
• • 
Secondary proeege ®2% ^ ^2% ^ « 
2H s H2 (faet) , 
d2% s C -h C% . 
For the tetra-||-propylsilan©, the primary procees is 
analogouB, Mt the secondary process le thought to "be: 
• • 
Secondary procesi 03!^ » ^3% + H , 
21 = Hg (fast) , 
03% + 2H = 02% + CH^ , 
C2% = C -h C% . 
By carrying out the reaction in the presence of nitroeen(II) 
oxld©, he formulated the free radical iiechanism and claimed 
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that the dtoosposltlon Imrolved no chain reactions. 
All tiiPta authors indioate that the cerhon-eilioon 
bond is tb.® flret boM to be cleaTed. Calculations on 
Pauling's seal©! previously mentioned, resulted in essen­
tially equal fal«@s for the earbon-esrbon and carbon-silicon 
bond energies, fhe identical eTaluations made by Q-ilman and 
Bann from Skinntr's work l@a.d to the conclusion that the 
earbon-sllicon bond ie definitely weaker. The latter fact 
is in agr@e«@nt with ©xperimental results Just described. 
In an another sttenpt to deterraine which of the values 
for th® heat of a.toaization of silicon was correct, a study 
was c&rritd out on the heats ©f formation and combustion of 
gom© organosilicon coifi|>oundii'^^. All the jBolecules contained 
at lea.et two sllieon-oxygtn bonds, fhere i^as good agreement 
betwasn the observed and calculated (Pauling's data) values 
for the heat ©f foriiation of hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane. 
?®lueg for hexaphenylcjclotrislloxane, diethylsilandiol, 
dinetbyldiethoxysil&ne and dl-||-propyldi@thoxysilane varied 
frote 23#5 to 93»^ kcal./aole fro® the observed values. 
Q-ilaaa and wsing tfceir revised data for the silicon 
heat of atoffiissation, obtain good agreement for the dimethyl-
Tanska, U, Takahashi. B, Okwara and T. Wataei, 
CMa*. ii. 1330 (1951). 
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aM dihydroxyeilanee. However, there is a poor correlation 
for both the flret and last eompouridg studied. 
Some work has bten done with the dlBSOciation energiee 
of Garbon-ftrfflaEiun, -tin and -lead boiidf. Q-eddee and Mack"^^ 
give th® value of 51 koal./aole as the diseociation energy 
for the decompoiitlon of gaseous tetraethylgermane. There 
is & good indiGcition from the types of carbon-containing 
producta obtained, that some energy wae used in the breaking 
©f carbon-c&rbon as well as germanium-carbon bonds. This 
would aeari a lower value for the dissociation energy of the 
latter linkage. For the carbon-tin bonde, Long and Norrieh^-^ 
rex>©rt a total diesociation energy of 195-9 kcal./mole. If 
the division by four accurately give® the value for the 
cleavage of the initial carbon-tin linkage, the figure would 
be ^9 keal./ffiolt. fhe author® also readily point out that 
ioise doubt still exiati about the conitant for the heat of 
atoffllzatlon of the metal. A kinetic study cn the decompo-
fition of gaitou® t@traethyll@ad wae carried out by 
Leem&kfrs^^# le reports the energy for the "decomposition" 
G-eddes and E. M&ck, Am. Chem. Soc.. 52. 
4372 (1930). 
H. Lowff and R, G-, 1, Sorrieh, Trans. Roy. Soc., 
A 2H. 587 (m9K 
I, Leemakeri, J. to. Chem.^ Soc.. ^5. ^508 (1933). 
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to be 36*9 keai./Bole. No definite statement le made as 
t© whether this value le to be dsnstrwed m thet required 
to brtaifc tilt first carbon-les^d bond. 
It ®hottl(l, t?# pointed out that the germenlura and lead 
studlee antedate the olsrlfIcation between bond energy and 
bond dlBsooiation energy bm forTOlated by Pauling. 
An iriveet.lga.tion int© the theoretical basie for the 
theriBfil stability of organic radicals %m.B made by Szwaro^^. 
He ftecribad the difference in chemical behavior of these 
gpeoiei to their generally low thermal stability and high 
re&ctifitj ooiipared to moleeulee and lone. The lowered 
therMBl rtsifitance wag due to a oonslderable decrease in 
the disfioeiatlon energy of ®ome of their bonds. Coneld-
ering the reaetion, 
0H2-CH2~1 S CHgsCHg -f- H , 
the author etate® that filmultmneouely *ith the breaking of 
the G-H bond, there 1@ formed *the other h^alf" of double 
bond of ett^ylen®, fhe energy liberated in this forinetion 
thus reduces the ejadotherailclty required from an outside 
source for the O-fi bond cleavage* The bond diseociation 
Baw&rc, Ple.cuBBlonB Farad. 0oo.. 10. 1^3 (1951)* 
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energy for the ethyl radical le, therefore, lower than that 
for ethane by the quantity n©edtd to complete double bond 
formation* The olala Is sleo made that the "bond dlssocie-
tion energy and eonconitantly, the theriBal Btatollity is 
incrtfesed through resonance stabilization. For the sake 
of aoottracy, h® points oat that thermal etsbility ie not 
meastired by the dlssoeiatlon energy, but by the activation 
energy of the aissoelatlon proctig. fbie energy if^ lerger 
than that of bond diitoeiation by the aotivation energy of 
th® addition proeeiB 
olefin +• R s olefin-H . 
If R ©quale methyl or hydrogen, the value of the extra 
energy is so saall tha.t it dose not change the oomoarstlve 
thermal reaistano© of rsdicals as calculated from bond 
dlceociation energy, 
Swaro postul&tes that uioleotiles Incapable of double 
bend foraiatiori ihould be expected to posseee higher thermal 
reelstivity th&n those forffling th® uneaturs.ted linkage. For 
that reason, the benzyl radical would be laore etable than 
the allyl rftdical, even though the resonance stabilization 
of the latter -would be higher, le expecti other radicals 
of this type, such at phenyl, diphenyliiethyl, beta-
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naphthyliiethyl and triphenylmethyl to have rather hlgfa 
therffl&l resistance, 
Organoeillcon Compounds 
itltlng' point relationships 
In addition to the problen ©f finding organic groups 
o&pable of Impartlnig Mgh thermal gtablllty to a molecule, 
there vae tha eoncoinlt&iit prohlem of having this same com­
pound posB©®® 8. rather low melting point. Actually, the 
»06t desirable materials were to he llQulde at room te®T,>era-
tiiree. It wae soon v«ry evident fro® the concurrent etudies 
In fhie Laboratory that the proffilelng cospoundB must be un-
eyfflffietrioal types, fhese molecules, in general, had the 
lower aeltlng points. In the series dlphenyl"biB-{£-
phenoxyphenyl)-, phenjl-trls-C^-phenoxyphenyl)- and tetrakie 
(£-T:>heiioxyphenyl)-silan© the aeltlng points are 161-162°, 
1X^9-150° and 204®, For the corresponding compoundB having 
the m-trifluoromethylphenyl group replacing the ^ -x>henoxj-
phenyl, the reipective melting points are 97-98°, 80,5-81° 
and 102-103®, In both groups, the phenyl-tris-substituted 
laoleoules poeseased aeltlng points 10-15^ lower than those 
of oofflpounds hftvinf ©ore symffletrical etructuree, ThlB was 
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not tibe case, h©wev@r, for the a-toljl series. In the four 
coHipQunds syntheetzeA there was a aeorease in the melting 
point fro® trlphenyl-a-^o^-ylsilane, ii.p. 150-15I®, to dl-
phenyl-bis-is-toljD-illaiie, iB.p. 119-120°,. and, then a 
steady Increase &e the number of g-tolyl groups w&b increased, 
?henyl-trls-C||-tolyl)- and tetraki8-(^-tolyl)-sllane had 
aelting point® of 128-129® and 150-I51®, respectively. For 
the 9-fluorenyl-containing molecules there was a continuoue 
increaee la the »®lting point® for the synthesized compounds. 
friphenyl-9-flttor@nyl-, dlphenyl-'bi8-(9-flttorenyl)- ana 
ph©nyl-trie-(9-fltiorenyl)-eila.ne had melting points of 183-
18^°, 270-2?1® and 333-33^®, respectively. The tetralclB-9-
fluorenyl-ffioltcule could not he aiade. In order to more 
accurately vleuall&e the pogelhle eterle hindrance present 
In the latter coapound, a Fiecher-Hlrschfelder-Taylor model 
W&8 attempted. It wag not possible to form the fluorenyl 
nueleu®. A model of the related dlphenyluethyl system indi­
cated th€.t gteric factor# may eon«ider&"bly hinder the 
fora&tlon of the desired coapound. 
It is to to© noted that with the exception phenyl-tris-
Cm^-trlfluoroaethylpheiityl)-6ilane, m.p. 80.5-81°, all the 
Goapounde described above »elt at or over 100®, Thus, it 
becaffie evident that at least one unit of a group known to 
give low aeltii^ point properties had to be Incorporated 
9^ 
Into these aoleculeg to meet the low melting point require-
laent of the problem, 
folatiliaatiQn tea-peratare relatlonshl-pB 
The volatilisation temperature ranges of the eynthe-
slzed. itrlts of eompomds ranged from a low of 362® for 
tetrakls-Cffi-trlfl«oroa®thylphenyl)-©ila,ne to a high of 55^' 
560® for tetrakls-(£-ph®noxyptenyl)-8il&ne. It Is inter-
©sting to note that "both the lowest and highest 'boiling 
ffioleowles are fully-symetrical, tetra-eubetituted compounds. 
Ml ittmbere of the m-trlfluoronethylphenyl-eubetituted 
etriee had volatilisation temperatures in the range 362-380°. 
fhe boiling points for the four merobere In order of in­
creasing number of fluorinated-subetituents are 400-405°• 
375-380®, 370-374® and 362®, respectiirely. This is a con-
timious lowering of the volatilization temperature with an 
inoreaee in moleoular weight. In the ^-tolyl series there 
w&e found a nearly eoiiietant range of boiling points. The 
values for the laoleoulee from the triphenyl-^-tolyl- through 
the tetrakis-n-tolylell&n© are 430^, 435°» 422-425° and 
435.438®, respectively, fhus It can be seen that replace­
ment of fluorine atoms by hydrogen in the trifluorossethyl 
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group on the benzene J*ing l@a.ds to a conBld@r&ble Increase 
in the Tolatlllzation temperatures# 
fhe ph#nyl-9-fluor®nyl-sllane compounds have steadily 
d@er©sBlng boiling pointe as the number of 9-fluorenyl 
group® i© inertaetd. This trend ie eimilar to that of the 
^-trifluoroffiethylphenyl e«rl©s, but the lowering between 
iuooessive members i® much more pronounced, Triphenyl-9-
fluorenylsilane i® coapletely volatilized at 500®, diphenyl-
bi®-(9-fluor@nyl)«-6lle.,ne about ^55-^65® and phenyl-tris-
(9-flU0renyl)-sllane at ij-10-420®. fh© differf^nce in boiling 
point between the first and third coapound is 80-90°, The 
analogou© lowering in the jf-trlfluoromethylphenyl-containing 
iBoleottle® 1» 25-30®. It laust be pointed out that all the 
9-fluorenyl coiBpounde were red liquids and suffered notice­
able deooisposltion near their vaporization pointe. There 
is coneiderabl# reason to believe, therefor®, that the 
volatilisation temperatures noted were not of the pure 
co'B^ound®, but of'BOffie deeoBpoeition product®. 
toother pattern In boiling point variation w&e die-
eovered in the phenyl-^-phenoxyphenyl-Bllane group. There 
was a contlnuoue Increase in volatilization temperatures 
with an Inereae® in th® Bioleeular weight. The boiling 
points given in order of increasing number of j^-phenoxy-
phenyl groups are, ^75-480®,. 5.30-533^ and 550-560®, The 
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Introduction of this group Into the molecules gave the 
compounds with the highest folatilization tenperaturee, 
fheraal stability relatlonehlps 
fh© criterion meed to determine the degree of deooiapo-
eitlon of the testefl compound® wae the amount of discolora­
tion of th© ffiattrial with inereasins- temperature. The 
series showing this phenomenon cloeeet to the melting points 
of the individual ffleatotr® wae that containing the 9-fluorenyl 
group. fripheijyl'-9-fluor©iiylellane, a.p» 183-18^°, became 
pale yello'w at and dark red by ^80°. fhe diphenyl-bis-
(9-fluor«nyl)-sllan@ wag orange at 300-305°, only 30° above 
the melting point, fhe tris~9-fluorenyl-gubetituted molecule 
aelted at 333-33^® to give a red liquid, All three com­
pounds finally irolatlliEed after coneiderable decomposition. 
Another group Buffering noticeable darkening below the 
volatilization temperatures was the ^-tolyl. Although & 
pale-yellow color was not visible until an average of 220-
2^0® above the melting pointe, the deep-aiaber s-ppesrance at 
th© vaporization temperetures gave evidence of considerable 
decomposition.. The ^-trlfluororoethylohenyl-containing-
liolecules poeeeee undeeirably low boiling pointe but have 
the advantage of little discoloration at these temperatures. 
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Son® of the four conpounfle of this series listed in TaMe 
1 beeaise darker than pale amber from rooa temperature to the 
Tlolnity of 360-370®. The group capable of withstanding the 
hlghfgt heat intenilty is the jg-phenoxyphenyl. With the ex­
ception of t©trakli-(j)-phenoxyphenyl)-ellane, nrhlch melted, 
to a pale-yellow liquid, the memberB of this series did not 
show any sign® of decomposition until about 460®. This ie 
©.pproxlfflately 100® higher than the m-trlfluoromethylphenyl 
compounds. The <aiphenyl-bis-{£,-ph©noxyphenyl)- and phenyl-
trie-{£-phenoxyphenyl)-Bllane volatilized in the 505-535° 
rang© without further discoloration. The tetra-iubetituted 
ffiolecule, though boiling at 550-560°, showed eigne of 
darkening in tha.t te.Hiperature range. It can thus be stated 
that the latter series wae the aoBt promising towarna meeting 
the thermal stability requirement® of the problea. 
fh® formation of microbiibble© well below the boiling 
points of .most of the compounds listed in Table 1 has lead 
t© epeeulatloa concerning their elgnlficance. C. P. Haber^® 
hae noticed thle ph#no®enon in related work with polymers 
at high te.®peraturee. He reporti tha,t on cooling a sa.mple 
which has been heated enough to evolve these bubble?? there 
F. laber, U. B, Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, 
Cslifornla, in private communication of April 18, 1955 to 
Dr. Henry G-llmaii. 
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Is no appai*©nt change in the phyeloal properties of the 
polytter tested. Xet, he can find no plauelble explanation 
for this effect other than an indication of decomposition, 
fhe laelting point ©f some ooropounds froia Table 1 (eEpecially 
those wMeh did not appreel&bly darken during the thermal 
gt&bility teste) were retaken after eTolution of the micro-
bubblee. So ehanges in this phygioal constant were noted. 
In addition, deterioration, as evidenced by dieooloration 
of the tested eaaplea, did not necessarily coincide with 
the formation of the bubbles. Many samples were colorlesE 
at their mporizatlon teaper&turee although microbubbles 
were evolTed. fhe evidence at thie time seems to indicate 
that gases, trapped during the melting of ^olid compounds 
or diet illation of liquid saiiplei, may be responsible for 
thie phenomenon, 
Synthetio probleiis 
The j2-trii8ethylgilylphenyl-group was found by other 
worker®^® in fMe Laboratory to impart rather high thermal 
stability to a molecule, yet give materials with low melting 
point©. The tris-C|>,-'trlttethylphenyl)-slle.ne wes prepared. 
It w&® planned to react this iiater-lal with org&nolithiuBi 
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reagentfi prepared from groups having known thermal re-
sletlvlty, 5h© desired H^SIE' coffipounds eoulfl not "be pre-
pared. At first the low solubility of the silloon-hydrogen 
bonded molecttle in ether was held reeponeihl© for the failure 
to effect the detlred. r«aetion. The use of benzene solu­
tions did not alter the lack of reactivity, fhe possibility 
that eleotrloal effect© way retard reaction eeems unlikely 
80 from the flndlngi of Roberts, McElhill anfl Armstrong . 
fhey showed that the electron-releasing ability of the £-
trimethylsllyl gro.up is of an inductive nature and should 
not ifflpart any appreoiable ntgatlve character to the eilicon 
atom bonded to the hydrogen. A sample of trie-C^-trimethyl-
sllylphenyl)-silane,made by Flseher-filrgchfelder-Taylor 
models substantiated the thought that steric factors pre­
vented the desired reaction©. The same factor may be re­
sponsible for the absence of any interaction between 
trii-C'iB-trifluoroffiethylphenyl)-eilane and organolithiiUB 
reagents. Since even the preparation of tris-Cg-Tjhenoxy-
ph@r^l)-ellane failed, thlg entire approach to the Bynthesie 
Silaan and E. II. Clark, Am, Chem. Soc.. 69. 
1^99 (19^7) J H, a-llman and h:. w. Melvin, Jr .. ibid.. 71, 
i^0S0 (19^9h 
D. Roberts, E. A. Mcllhill and R. Armstrong, ibid.. 
2i, 2923 (m9). 
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of ft ppoffilslng leriee of wnsymmetrie&l organosllicon com­
pounds was iing«oc@ssful. 
Siaggegtlons for Further Research 
Since organic groupe ifflparting thermal etabillty to a 
iBOleciila iri the vieiulty of 500^ have been found, the prob­
lem of uiidestrably high oelting points muet be studied. 
The groups aoet promising in their ability to provide a low 
melting point without the aeeoeiated great deoresBe in 
thtrmal etabillty are of the long-chained, n-alkyl types. 
When th© nunfetr of earbone in the chain was from eleven to 
©ighteen, one sueh aoiety in a molecule brought the melting 
point well b@low 100*^ and, in aany casee, well below room 
terapereture. fhe preparation of a series of triaryl-n-Cj^]^-
alkyl-gllanes should be carried out. The synthetic 
probleffis Involved are of sueh a. nature that islxtures are 
often obtained. Add to this the high boiling points and 
high viscosity of the desired oorapounds, and the need for 
a rather eomplex dietillation apparatus becom«s evident. 
With ®ueh equipment, the synthesis of molecules of the 
type could be consid.ered. Materials of 
this nature could b© custoa-iaade fro® groups giving thermal 
resistivity over varying temperature ranges. 
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Another possible mrma. for Investigation hae been opened 
with the eynthesls of the elllcon analog of 9#9-<iiphenyl-
fluortn©. fhe Introduction of elllcon Into the fluorene 
eyetem has l«d to the formation of a cyclic eyeteia with 
illlcon a.i the hetero &to®. More aolecules of this type 
should certainly be prepared ana Investigated to deter®Ine 
thtir reslBtanee to high teisperatureg, 
fhe compftrlson between orsranosilicon and -germanium 
coffipoundi in regard to their thermal stability ie by no 
means eoaplete* fhe small nusber of coBiBierdally available, 
germsnium-containing, starting compounds ha® hindered the 
work. Itteapts should be mad© to prepare more gerroanlum 
analogs of proBiieing ©oleculei in the eilicon series. The 
preparation of organic conpounds containing both gerffia.niuffl 
and silicon hae produccjd molecules with considerable theraial 
resistanc®. This approach to the itablllty problem may 
prove to be of interest. 
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SUMMARY 
1 itarTey of the literature on the pyrolysis and thermal 
stability of organosillcon a,nd- eo»e organolead ooropounde was 
aadt, 
M abstract of a long-ters gtudy in progregB on the 
thermal staMllty of Tarioue organooetallic compounde was 
m&df through May, 1955• 
There were gynthesized several eerlts of organoeilicon 
moleewlee of the typ© trlphenyliaonoaryl- through tetraaryl-
silane, fhe &ryl groups wtre j>-phenoxyphenyl, ^trifluoro-
methylphenyl and j|-tolyl. A gliiilar series containing the 
9-fl«orenyl group wag also prepared. In only the m-tolyl 
ieries were all four compounds aede. 
fahle 1 lifting the results of thermal stability 
studies on the ayntheeized molecules was prepared, 
Trls«(trlphenylgermyD-trlphenylstannylsilane, a mole­
cule having four G-roup I¥B elements bonded to each other 
wae eynthesized in 15^ yield. 
Soiie reactions of pentaphenylchlorodisilane were studied 
to eoopare them with those of analogous monoeilanes. 
Some organogerjaanlu® and or^anoellleon-geriaanlu® com­
pounds were prepared and tested for thermal etaMlity, 
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An attempt wag oade to distinguish between bond energy 
and. bond dlssoelatlon energy as related to the theoretical 
to&Bl® for thermal stability studlae. 
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